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THE ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION INCENTIVE GRANTS
ACT

FRIDAY, APRIL 16, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTF;F: ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

San Francisco, Calif
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room

13029, U.S. Federal Building, 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Fran-
cisco, Calif., Hon. George Miller presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller and Burton.
Also present,Representative Stark of Califoinia.
Staff present. John F. Jennings, counsel, Dennis Houlihan, re-

search assistant, and Carol Hatch, staff assistant to Congressman
Miller. _

Mr. MILLER. Good morning. -----
The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational

Education will convene for the purposes of receiving testimony on
legislation encouraging greater inclusion of computer sciences,
computer education, and job training in our elementary, secondary
schools and on a companion piece of legislation introduced by Con
gressman Stark to provide incentives for the computer industry,
and technology industries, to make available to our teaching insti
tutions updated, modern equipment on which young people can be
taught computer literacy, and job specific skills, hopefully to pro-
vide a pool of skilled individuals to come forward and take their
place in the next generation to help develop these industries, to
help American industry stay current and maintain a position of
leadership in d Worldw i de market. Obviously, these are industries
in Which California has a great deal at stake. My colleagues and I
believe e must make every effort to see that this resource, which
has been developed in this State over the years, is not diminished
because of the failures of our educational institutions to be able to
respond to its employment needs because of the cutbacks that they
have sustained in the last several years or other inabilities to re
spun(' to the need to develop what is becoming an overwhelming
gap in this field. The lack of people who are ready to take their
place in this marketplace.

[Text of H.R. 520 followsd
(1)
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97T11 ('ONG KESS
21) SESSION H R 5820

To anwnd the 1ocatitmal Education Act of 1963 to make meenthe grants to the

States for electronic and computer technician ocational education pnigrains

IN TIIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAiwit I I, 1982

Mr MILLER ol Cahforma (for himself, Mr BEILENKON. Mr. CounADA, Mr Ih-
31A1,1,1, Mr EDGAR. Mr. EowAnns of California, Mr FAZIO. Mr. FLonto,

Mr, FooltErrA, Mr (KIDENRON, Mr. GORE, Mr. RILDEK, Mr Myrcnim.
at Maryland. Mr MOTT!, Mr. Mr liPily, Mr. PANETTA, Mr. IticitmoNn. Mr
RoyllAl and Mr STARK) introduced the following hill, which was referred
to the Connnittee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To amend the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to make

incentive grants to the States for electronic and computer

technician vocational education programs.

1 I3e it enacted by the Senate and [louse of llepresenta-

2 lives of the United States of Anteriea in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Electronic and Computer

A Technician Vocational Education Incentive Grants Act".

rd FINDINGS AND PURPOSES

6 SECTION I. (a) The Congress finds that-

7 (1) the growth of the electronics and computer in-

8 dustries is essential to the improvement of all sectors

6
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1 of the domestic economy, including the defense indus-

2 try;

- 3 (2) the expansion of these industries within the

4 United States is dependent on their ability to attract

5 competent employees;

6 (3) there is a severe shortage of skilled technicians

7 availtthle 'to these industries despite large numbers of

8 job opportunities;

9 (4) the vocational education system has not been

10 able to keep pace with rapid technological advances in

11 these industries; and

12 (5) there exists the potential for a strong partner-

13 ship between vocational education programs and pri-

14 vate industry to produce the trained technicians for ex-

15 panding job opportunities in this field.

16 (b) It is the purpose of this Act to-

17 (1) increase the number of citizens with the tech-

18 nical training which will be required of workers in

19 coming years;

20 (2) provide incentives to States to encourage the

21 development of vocational education programs to train

22 individuals for jobs in the electronic and computer in-

23 dustries;

24 (3) assure the participation of industry in the de-

25 velopment of such a vocational education program

UR 5S20 III
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through shared responsibilities in curriculum develop-

.) ment and financing; and

3 (4) assure the job relatedness of the programs au-

4 thorized in this Act in order to target vocational educa-

5 tion programs toward expanding and innovative sectors

6 of the pational; economy.

SEc. 2. Part A of title I of the Vocational &location

8 Act of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 2330 et seq.) is amended by adding

9 at the end thereof the following new subpart: ,

It) "Subpart 6Electronic and Computer Technician Training

11 I neentive Grants

12 "ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER TECHNICIAN TRAINING

13 .INCENTIvE GRANTS

14 "Ssc. 155. (a) From the sums made available for grants

IS under this subpart pursuant to sections 102 and 103 the See-

10 retary of Education is authorized to make grants to States to

17 stimulate the growth of and assist States in conducting voca-

18 tional education programs to train imlividuals as technicians

19 in the fields of electronic and computer technology in accord-

20 ance with this subpart.

21 "(b) Grants to States under this subpart shall be used, in

92 accordance with five-year State plans and annual program

23 plans approved pursuant to section 109, solely for vocational

24 education programs for the training of individuals as techni-

25 cians in the fields of electronic and computer technology. No

IIR 5520 iii
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1 part of any such grant may be used for job placement, or for

2 training or employment stipends.

:3 "(e) In each year of participation in the grant program

4 under thir subpart, a State shall commit the following per-

5 centage of its basic grant (under subpart 2 of this part) to

6 programs under this subpart:

7 "(1) at least 2 per centum in the first year;

"(2) at least 4 per cent= in the second year; aml

9 "(3) at least 6 per cent= in the third year and

to eadi subsequent year.

11 "(d) In evaluating training program proposals of eligible

12 recipients each State shall consider

"(1) pnblie and private sector (lemand for person-

14 nel with the skill level and type of training proposed;

"(2) adequacy of training opportunities in such

16 skill areas;

17 "(3) level and degree of industry participation;

18 and

19 "(4) probability of trainees successful completion

of proposed program based on program design and eli-

21 gible recipient's previous experience with electronic

22 and computer technology training.

23 "(e) Federal funds nide available to an eligible recibi-

ent under this Act (including fmuling under this subpart) for

0-) programs under the subpart ma3 not exceed 23 per centum of
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1 such eligible recipient's proposed budget for electronic and

2 computer technician training under this subpart.

3 "(1) Funds under this subpart may be made available to

4 an eligible recipient only if such recipient-

5 "(I) uses such funds only for job-related training

6 which involves a comprehensive course of instruction

designed to prepare individuals for employment in a

8 specific electronic or computer technical occupation;

9 "(2) obtains at least 25 per centum of its project-

10 ed budget for electronic and computer technician train-

11 ing through the financial support of the electronics or

19 computer indastry; and

13 "(3) obt tins at least 25 per cent= of its project-

14 ed budget for electronic and computer technieian train-

15 ing through' non-Federal yublie vocational education

I funds.".

17 SEc. 3. (a) Section 102 of the Vocational Education Act

18 of 1963 is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-

19 big new subsection:

20 "(e) There are also authorized to be appropriated

21 $50,000,000 for fiscal year 1983 and for each succeeding

92 fiscal year for the purpose of carrying out subpart 6 of this

'23 part.".

IIK Sw20 III t)
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1 (b)(1) Section 103(0(2) of the Vocational Education Act

-) of 1963 is amended in the first sentence by striking out "and

3 (d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(d), and (e)".

4 (2) Section 103(b)(2) of such Act is amended in the first

5 sentence by inserting "and section 102(c)" after "section

102(b)" and by inserting "and section/. 155, respectively"

7 after "qection 140".

1 1
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Mr. Miu.mt. At this point I would like to introduce Congressman
Stark who also has, as I mentioned, a companion piece of kgisla-
tion in this field, for opening comments.

ITr. Artx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be asked to join this illustrious subcommittee in

examining ways that high technology education can be promoted
Suffice it to say that I would sit before the committee in the au-

dience as a technological 1937 Packard. I am a graduate of the
country'swith all due respect to some institutions in the State of
taltiformathe country's finest engineering scLuol, MIT, in Cam-
bridge, Mass,

It occurs ti) me that I graduated from that institution knowing
nothing mote complex than how to operate a slide rule. I am a
computer Illiterate in an age when computers are rapidly becoming
hoth an educational tool, a part of our entertainment and, indeed,
becoming robots which are really, as I understand it, computprs
with a pneumatic arm added to the end of the computer

I think that to miss the fact that the_yelocity of change is in-
creasing so very rapidly at the end of thir century, and not to pre--
pare young people to participate, is to invite disaster on several
fronts. cultural, technological, economic, indeed it is the equivalent
of technological suicide.

I would commend the legislation that Chairman Miller cospon-
sored by my illustrious colleague, Mr. Burton introduced. Mr
Burton is the only person, I might add, who can provide the func-
tion of a t omputer with a 99-cent calculator.

I am still looking for the boundaries of my district over in the.
East Bay, but if we cou:d bottle that talent, we could probably sell
it and copyright it AO distribute it through the computer software
people, but he has not let us in on the secret.

I do think in all oeriousness the legislation we are here to discuss
today can be a tremendous addition and perhaps deal in a more
down-to-earth was, with the question that the Pre.,:dent has asked
many times, as he waves a newspaper in the air, saying, "Where
are all the people to fill these jobs?"

I hope what we can do is to say there aren't many people who
are able to fill the jobs because of some failure in our system to
pros ide them with the literacy and the talents to fill those jobs

I think perhaps we can make a step tow'm.d ending that failure,
in the hearings today. I appreciat. inv .ed to attend.

Mr. Minwt. Also joining us this morning is our colleagueclose
to ranking member on the Education and Labor Committee, Con
gressman Phillip Burton from San Francisco.

Phil?
Mr. BURTON. Thank you very much, George. I would law tu com.

mend Chairman Miller for having the wisdom to prov ?de a forum
,. this hearing on his legislation and that .of Congressman Pete

rk
tins is a very, very important issue. This generation of young

people cannot 1 ,:sibly in toto be fully equipped to deal with the
computer age of tomorrow and the tomorrows tu conie s ithout ,us
assuring that they have access to adequate training and under-
standing in their secondary, high school and, for that matter, I sus-
pect even elementary schpol experience.

le
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I am very pleased you v isited our fair city, giving the people here
in the San Francisco Bay area an opportunity to be better in-
formed on this tssue.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Our first witness will be Mrs. Patricia Lang lin, director of voca-

tional education, State of California...
111

STATEMENT 'OF PATRICIA LANGLIN, DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION. STATE OF CALIFOPNIA

Mrs. LANGLIN. Good morning, Congressman Ivi_iler, Congressman
Stark, and Mr. Burton. Thank you very much for the opportunity
to be here before you today to give testimony on your bill, H.R
3620, the Electronic and Computer Technician Vocational Educa-
tion Incentive Grants Act.

I am Patricia Lang lin, State director of vocational eduatidn and
assistant superintendent of public instruction for the State of Cali-
fornia.

The purpose of your bill is to stimulate an increase in the part-
nership between s.-hools and industry for training of electronic and
computer technicians to help relieve the serious labor shortage
facing many high technology companies.

The purpose of this bill addresses one of our immediate and very
real needs which our schools and business/industry have in Califor

I fully concur w ith the findings by Congress which are stated in
the bill that will strengthen vocational education programs in
these two areas that are indicative of the greatest growth areas at
the present time and for the immediate future.

The electronic and computer industries have a shortage of
trained competent employees in this area and we also recognize
how.important it is for vocational education to establish a strong
partnership with business and industry in vder to help provide
those people fos the job market.

I would like to give you a couple of examples why I think Califor-
nia is already doing some things that are h. line with this and this
bill would help us to strengthen. I am sure you have read of our
Governor's initiative within his budget for the improvement of
computer instruction, along with math and science.

That is, however, perhaps aimed at a slightly higher level and we
think this one complements that.

You are also askin g. for a commitment from the basic grant to
programs in this area. California is willing to make that commit-
ment through the State department of education.

During the past 2 years we have established funding pools for
the secondary schools to encourage the growth of new programs in
new industries 1..nd emerging industries. We feel very strongly that
electronic area and computer technology certainly fall within that
target area.

'Within the community college, we have recently funded selected
programs along the same general area, such as computer aided ma
chining, drafting, computer repair, and technician.

We have a broad and diversified vocational education employ-
ment and delivery system that includes secondary schools, regional
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occupational ,eatc.rs and programs, adult schools, and community
colleges.

Although %ocationai education funds in the past have not been
used in all of these, some of them are supported with State funds.
We believe that the H.R. 5820 funds could be used by any and all
of those deliverers, depending upon where the program was best of-
fered and for whom it should be provided.

All of- the producers within our vocational education delivery
system use community based resources whenever it is possible to
do so. That means including buildings and equipment of industry
and business, which gives us instruction to be current with busi-
ness and industry needs, and also helps for vast savings by not
having to duplicate purchasing of equipment which is already in
use.

We are strong advocates of using business and industry person-
nel in determining the planning and operational needs for our o-
cational programs.

This includes their inolvement in establishing or modifying cur-
liculum as well as placement of qualified program completers.

I have also read with great interest H.R. 5573 by Congressman
Stark which would allow for tax rebates for contributions of com-
puters and other technological equipment.

I realize there are other programs within schools besides voca
tional education, but I think it would be very interesting if these
twu bills could perhaps somehow become a comprehensive plan to
provide the instructional programs in the areas in which it is
needed.

One of.the reasons why .vocational education programs have not
been able tu keep pace with technological change is the high cost of
programs, including equlyment and-staff development.

In light of the reduced available resources at the program oper-
ation level, these are very real problems. We have to be fully cogni-
zant uf these local resource limitations and needs and to help write
or support legislation which reflects this. I am pleased to see that
H.R. 5820 is additional incentiv9 funding and that it is not taking
away from the basic funding of vocational programs and services.

I want to commend you, Congressman Miller, for directing the
emphasis uf this legislation to the training Programs for the techni-
cian level within the electronic and computer industries.

Too often in the past have we identified the need for training for
occupations w hich require baccalaureate and post-graduate de-
grees. My words are not intended t) ignore the importance of the
engineer and the programer, but, instead, to recognize the need for
and importance of.the working personnel in the entry and mid
occupational levels to support those advanced programs.

I think the ratio is something like three or four technicians to
one or two of the professionals..

Again, I would like to express my appreciation to you for being
given the opportunity to testify before this committee.

[The prepared statement of Patricia Langlin follows:]
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PREPARED STAMM EN I ol l'A MR IA B LANLLIN, ASSISTANT SLTERINTENDENT OF
PUMA liNsritta-riosi AND DIRIO wit o Vot ATIoNAL EDUCATION, STATE or CALIFORNIA

Congressman Mifler and members of the hearing panel, I am very pleased to hare
been asked tu provide testimony on H.R. 5820, the Electronic and Computer Techni
cian Vocational Education Incentive Grants Act.

I am Patricia B Langlm, State Director of Vocational Education and Assistant
Superintendent of Public Instruction for the State of California.

The purpose of H.R. 5820 is to stimulate an increaSe en the partnership between
schools and industry fur training of electronic and computer technicians to help re
lieve the serious labor shortage facing many high technology companies The pur
pose of this bill addresses une of our immediate and very real needs which our
schools and business/industry have in Califo Ma.

I fully concur with the findings by Congress which re stated in the bill that
The growth uf the electronic and computer industries Is essential to the improve

ment of all sectors of the economy:
The expansion of these industries within the United States is dependent un their

ability to attract competent employees;
There Is a severe shortage of skilled technieians available to these industries de

spite large numbers of job opportunities;
The vocational edueation system has not been able tu keep pace with rapid tech

nological advances in these industries; and
There exists the potential fur a strung partnership between vocational education

programs and private industry to produce the trained technicians for expanding job
opportunities in this field

Nut only is there interest and an apparant willingness to earmark new resources
to address this need from the federal level o: education, but that interest is also
expressed in California Currently, our GovernorJerry Brownhas an initiative
within his budget fur the improvement of computer instruction, along with rhilth
and science. This initiative has elements which begin in the elementary level
through the community culle;,e level, with a very strung component involving uur
Employment Development Department

H R 5820 would require states to comma in the first year at least two per centum
of as basic grant to programs in this area. I would like to clearly state that the
California State Department of Education is willing to make that commitment

During the past two years we have established funding pools within the federal
vocational education funds to encourage local education agencies to plan fur and
setore necessary equipment tu operate new and emergiag occupation programs

Clearly, the eleetrunic and computer technician occupations are within this target
area

Additionally, we have just recommended for funding approximately $800,000 of
projects at six community colleges fur eumputer aided machining, computer aided
drafting, serviee technienin computer repair, and digital logical imero-processIng
technician.

These projects will be funded using federal VEA monies, federal CETA monies,
and state CWETA monies

In California, we have a broad and diversified vocational education employment
training and delivery system This includes the secondary schools, regional uccupa
tional centers programs, adult schools, and community colleges 11 R 5820 funds
would be used by any and ur all of these deliverers depending un where the pro
gram was offeeed and for whom

All of the pro% iders wanin our weational education delivery system use commu
nay-based resources including the buildings and equipment which are used by
business and industry Nut only dues this provide the instruction to be current with
business and industry needs, but a also provides for vast savings by nut needing to
duplicate purchasing of equipment which is already in use

We are veiy strung advocates of using business and industry personnel in deter
mining the planning and operational needs fur our vocational programs Clearly.
this meludes their involvement in establishing and or modifying curriculum, as well
as placement of qualified program completers

1 also read with great interest 11.R. 5F3 by Congressman Stark which would
iunend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to encourage contributions of computers
and other technological equipment to elementary and secondary schools.

I fully recognize Oa, there are instructional program areas within the school
system in addition to cueational edueatiun Isn't a interesting though to ponder fur

hi le un how the computer and technological eqamment which might be donated
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under II R might be used in a Lomprehensive manner by several instructional
program areas in the same Lummunities where fund from II.R. 5820 are used

Obviously. one reason why vocational education programs have not kept pare
with technologkal Lhange is the high Losts of programs including equipment and
staff development. In light of the reduced mailable resources at th ,. program oper
ation levels, these are very real problems We have to be fully cognizant of these
local resource limitations and needs and to help valte ur support legislation which
retlects this

I am very pleased to see that II.R. :5820 is additional incentive funding and that it
is not taking away from the bask funding of vocational programs and services

I want tu speak very positively tu Congressman Miller for directing the emphasis
of this legislation to the training programs for the technician level within the elec
tromc and computer industries. Too often in the past have we identified the need
fur training tor txtupations which require the baccalaureate and post graduate de
grees. My words are nut intended to ignore the importance Jf the engineer and pro
grammer. but instead, to recognize the need fur and importance uf the working per
sonnet in the entry- and mid.occupational levels.

Again, I would like tu express my appreciation for being given the opportunity to
testify to Congressman Miller on I; R. 5820

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Pat. Let me ask you, outside the scope of
these two pieces of legislation, there are obviously other efforts.
There has been considerable concern expressed time and again by
both people in industry and people within the educational institu-
tions about this problem, but, as you read the literature and analy-
sis of what is happening, the expressions of concern are far greater
than the response to date.

I just wondered if you could outline the current barriers9 Con-
gressman Stark and I have tried to address two that work within
the current system. Our legislation will work to eliminate both the
barrier uf the cost of the equipment for the schools and also to try
to develop program and personnel to direct young people in that
direction.

In terms of the current barriers, how do those rank? Generally
you ask this question in education; you get back the barrier is
money. We have had some people express concerns that technical
people haven't always been able to be used because they' don't have
a credential or we are not able to use talents that currently reside
within the schools, if y ou will, because they are not vocational edu-
cation credentialed so that you can't take a physicist and transfer
him over tu develop a science-based course for vocational education

Mrs. LANGLIN. We do have some of those problems. However, I
think right now there are many efforts going on in Californiaand
I am sure other places in the countryto try to alleviate that
through in-service training programo. I will give you one example

The business education staff within the State Department of
Education has established through business education learning cen-
ters at three or four State universities in California a computer lit-
eiacy program to try to train teachers, nut only business education
teachers, but other teachers, so that they will become computer lit-
erate and then be able to go out and do some training.

We have 4iecialized credentials that enable us to use people from
industry in teaching. They do have to get a credential and they:
have to go through a process. But we do have a special designated'
subjects credential, I think is the proper title, that enables us to'
use them as rapidly as possible

t . 1 6
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Mr. MILLER. Does it matter how limited usedo they have to
have that credentud if they want to work in the schools 2 hours a
week or hours a week?

Mrs. LANGLIN. They do have to have a credential or eight in the
process of getting that credential, yes. So that is a problem.

However, in many instances there is a teacherfor example, a
regional occupational center who usesincidentally, that would
correspond as close as anything we have to the skill centers that
the gentleman from Pennsylvania described to you a couple of
weeks ago.,

We do have many community-based programs where there is a
teacher from the regional occupational center, but the people at
the facility are also used to assist in that training. The teacher
frum the ROP is the credentialed individual. They may get in-serr-
ice training thpmselves from the people in the industry, so you
hare a mutual partnership there. That also helps to eliminate part
of that money barrier. I would agree that money is probably the
biggest barrier. I thinkbut the partnership helps by using indus-
try sources wherever possible.

Mr. MIUER. Thank you.
Pete?
Mr. STARK. I am just curious about whether in California or

other parts of the country, Mrs. Lang lin, how many kinds of archa-
ic and useless trades are still taught? -

Do they still teach typesetting, things where really there aren't
very many letterpress printing operations left in the world?

Is that still taught in vocational schools the way it was when I
was a kid?

Mrs. LANGLIN. I can't tell you about the rest of the country. I
think California is rapidly getting toward the modern age.

I am sure that I could still find for you some of the programs
that you are talking about, but wherever possible, and whenever
possible, we encourage schools, through the use of the advisory
committees that they have with industry, to bring those programs
up to date. The more successful and utilized the advisory commit
tee is with industry, the more appropriate and modern the pro-
grams are.

Mr. STARK. What would happen to the number of students in vo-
cational programs if the requirement to enter a vocational program
was tied to the number of job openings for the graduates?

In other words, if you are going to train bakers, admittedly it
takes 3 years. So you have to project a little. If there are only open-
ings fur 100 bakers today in the State of California, somebody
might bay we ought not let more than 300 people enter the bakery
program because, like lawyers, we might have a superabundance.

Is any thing done tu regulate the entry relative to the demand on
the other end?

Mrs. LANGIAN. Yes. That is partieuiarly true in the regional oc-
cupational centers and programs within the State of California.

"Hwy hare, of course, approval through the State Department of
Education, and part of that means that they have done a job
market search, that the labor supply, as well as the demand side, is
louked at and many of them do an excellent job both using materi-
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als at the State level and the local level as well as what they do
themselves.

Some of them even hire someone almost full-time. Those pro-
grams run better than a 95-percent placement record.

I just looked that up for a hearing that I have at the assembly
next week. Overall, since 1978, the, placement record of completers
is better than 95 percent. I think that means they are training for
jobs that are there.

Mr. STARK. One other area, and this is just an experience that I
had years ago with the East Bay Skills Center, which I guess comes
under the direction of our Codnnunity College District.

We were in this kind of a'dilemma in the East Bay. We had a
tremendous number of citizens who were illiterate in the most fun-
damental sense, probably not sixth grade educational level, but yet
adults, and middle-aged adults, not young adults.

They have a program that was trying to train people in this par-
ticular Lase to become a bank teller. In the process, they got their
GED.

You ran into a couple of problems. Banks were skeptical about,.
these people \vho wereI hate to use the word, but they were non-
traditional recruits, if you will, or applicants.

I was running a bank at the time. 'What we found is that if we
had openings for 6 people, we would hire 18, with the understand-
ing that at the end of 3 months or 6 months, 12 would have to
leave.

Howeer, our placement rate was great because once they had 6
months uf experience other banks would hire them. If they had 6
months some place, as they did with us, and they could then get a
letter of recommendation, you could nmve them out.

Is there any kind of program where as partners with industry
you can provide on the-job training and not hae it cost industry so
much that it is unprofitable in those very limited skill areas?

Mrs. LANGLIN. We use a community classroom approach, where
students are trained partially in a classroom and then they go, for
example, into the bank. That is a very good example. We have a
large number of them in that. I am not talking about just tellers,
but in computer centers. Orange County, in fact, has just built a
new building--they haven't, Security Bank has. They asked the
ROP to train something like 2,500 people for that facility.'

They do use spots within the banking community, and they feel
that they are willing to do that for the training. They have a teach
er that is w ith them all the time, so they are not doing productive
work, and yet the industry, like the balk, has the opportunity to
see these students beforehand and then they also go out to other
banks afterward, but they placed limited numbers in each one.

They used a lot of facilities for just a few students.
Mr. STARK. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLER. If you were to put on the competition for the few

dollars we are talking about, the regional occupation centers you
mentioned the example in southern Californiadoes it make e n se
to focus on those efforts in this kind of proposal that we are trying
to get underway, or do you think it is a matter of districts coming
up with proposals that would meet the criteria?
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The legislation speaks obviously to letting districts come up with
proposals, but we are not talking about a monumental amount of
money at' this point.

Mrs. LANGLIN. YOU will hear from a gentleman later on this
morning who is arepresentative of one of those ROCP's. It would
be my hope that if the money came into the State of California
that we secured applications from all those people, gave them all
the opportunity and then, depending upon the area in which the
job market is and the one that can do the most for the least
number of dollars, but do it successfully, those would be the people
where the funds would go.

Traditionally ROCP's have not received Federal funds. I think in
this particular type of program they would probably be more able
to adapt quicker to use that money successfully.

In the State Department we certainly have no objection to that.
Mr. MILLER. What kind of area are we talking about in Califor-

nia, geographically? The East Bay?
Mrs. LANGLIN. We have the whole State, almost without excep-

tion the districts are all within some regional occupational pro-
gram or center, either operated by a county or operated by a group
of districts that get together to do it.

Mr. MILLER. So at least in California you are talking about a
statewide network that encompasses all the districts?

MrS. LANGLIN. YeS, Which is, again, What I think Makes that pro-
gram unique from the gkill center we heard about before. It takes
in school use, out of school use, adults.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mrs. LANGLIN. Does retraining and upgrading.
Thank you very mtich.
Mr. MILLER. OUr next Witness Will be Steve Jobs, who I under-

stand is here nuw and is chairman of the board of Apple Computer
I understand you have a demonstration. Do you want to do that

first or testify?

STATEMENT OF' STEVEN P. JOBS, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

Mr. JOBS. We will testify and do this later on or during a break
at sometime. It is really not part of any formal presentation

Mr. MILLER. Why don't we do it right after your testimony?
Mr. JOBS. That is fine.
Mr. MILLER. YOUr entire Statement Will be put in the record.
Proceed however you are comfortable.
Mr. JOBS. Great. So I just don't have to sit here and read this?
Mr. MILLER. We hope you don't. Nobody gets read to like Mem-

bers of Congress.
Mr. Joas. I gathered that.
Mr. MILLER. I guess it is a problem we had when we were chil-

dren. We couldn't go to sleep or something like that.
Mr. JOBS. SOrry We are late. We got caught\ in a traffic jam.
There's two tones to this whole subject of ,;irnputers and educa-

tion. One is sort of the apple pie, motherhqod sort of stuff. The
other is sort of the post-Sputnik crisis tone:
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What I want to do is cover the second one first and then get back
on some of the more philosophical issues t'o wrap up.

I think there is starting to become a little bit of a consensus that
there is a revolution going on that shares some of the same magni-
tude as the industrial revolution.

I think most people are calling that an information revolution, a
computer resolution, a third wave revolution, and it takes on dif-
ferent words; but the trends are pretty clearly visible.

I think if you just look at the GNP, information activities cur-
rently contribute a larger share of the GNP than manufacturing
and agriculture combined.

About 75 percent of the jobs in the U.S. work force are now in
the service sector and about two-thirds of the service sector is con-
cerned with information.

About 50 percent of the work force in the GNP are now con-
cerned with the information industries, and I guess it was the
market research firm of Yankelovich, Skelly & Wright in 1980
which published an interesting statistic that the No. 1 occupation
in the United States until the thirties was farming.

Because of the induttrial revolution in the late thirties a laborer
became the No. 1 occupation.

In 1979 it shifted to clerk.
As we look at U.S. productivity, most of us still think of improv-

ing productivity through improving the productis ity of the smoke-
stack industries. That is no longer where the majority of U.S.
people work.

They are working in the information industries and the knowl-
edge-based industries. If we are going to look at improving the pro-
ductis ity of those people, if we are going to look at bringing some
of this revolution into those people's lives to improve the quality of
their work ens ironment or their home environment, we are really
going to have to attack it from this new point of view rather than
simply installing another robot at General Motors.

We first got interested in this as a company from two points of
view. One was selling a lot of computers to educatioa. We currenily
sell approximately 20 to 25 percent of our unit volume into the
educational marketplace.

We started doing that really way back in 1978, into Minnesota,
which was one of the flagship States in the country to adopt com-
puter literacy as a requirement for their high school students.

California is also one of the leading States, sort of a bellwether
State. As such, Governor Brown formed a thing called the Califor-
Ma Commission on Industrial Innovation last year and asked
Apple to participate. The first thing we did was, we obviously
wanted to look at California in the eighties, where is it going?

We were able to identify approximately .14 percent of the new
jobs in California in the eighties were going to come from the high
technology sector.

We looked and said well, what things could further that, what
things could hinder that?

The largest one always came back to education. We took a look
at the education in California, which is one of the best States by
comparison.
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To cite some simple statistics, elementary school students in Cali-
fornia average 44 minutes a week on science; only one-sixth of all
the high school graduates in the United States have taken a junior
or senior level science course, achievement scores nationwide have
been declining since the sixties; only 15 percent of the male stu-
dents and 7 Percent of the female students in California take 3 or
more years of high school science; and of course, as I am sure you
heard from the AEA, the number of electrical engineering gradu-
ates has remained the same in the past decade despite a tremen-
dous growth in these new sectors which are employing more and
more people.

Our school systems fundamentally aren't providing the training
that is required. The United States currently ranks fourth in scien-
tific literacy right now behind Russia, Germany, and Japan. Russia
graduates about three times as many engineers as the United
States, Japan graduates more electrical engineers than we do, al-
though they only have roughly 50 percent of our population, and
you probably all heard the stories about the employment shortage
in Silicon Valley.

In California again, as a result of proposition 13, 19 percent of
the school districts have made drastic cuts in science programs;
over 10 percent of them have reduced mathematics instrudtion as
well since the passage of proposition 13.

One thing that seems to be across the board not only in Califor-
nia, but in most States, is that the money to purchase new equip-
ment, the acquisition of state-of-the-art equipment in the schools,
has been cut back to austerity levels.

We feel very strongly that we can play a part in getting some of
this equipment back into the schools.

So that is sort of the post-Sputnik crisis side of the argument.
The other side of the argument is that those of us that are engaged
in working in this infoxination technologyand I think many
people throughout the country or the world now that have experi-
enced it in their work environments or in their educational envi-
ronments feel very strongly that the improvement in communica-
tions, that the improvement in the ability to dramatically offload a
tremendous amount of what we normally call doing work from
people and allow them to think much more conceptually and cre-
atively, that the ability to customize and tailor gducationnl experi-
ences for individuals rather than feed them a standard homog-
enized educational experience are going to have radical effects in
the eighties and the nineties and beyond.

We feel very strongly that it really is not appropriate to have
one more generation of kids grow up without being literate in this
new technology, any more so than it is appropriate to let a genera-
tion of kids grow up without becoming literate in the traditional
sense today.

It is really not a matter so much from this philolsophical point of
view of it being important to make everyone be technically literate,
but rather considering the computer from almost a liberal arts
point of view and saying this is a skill, this is a literacy that is
going to be required by society at large in the future, not just cal-
culators, not just bank teller machines, but being able to interact
with these sophisticated information devices on a higher level

121
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So we are ery, very much in support of the Stark bill and we, as
a company, are committed to put a program togetherassuming
this legislation passeswhich will get tens of thousands of comput-
ers in the schools throughout the United States, and we feel the
impact of this progrard actually will be most significant on some of
the schools in the poor economic environments, these schools which
might not be able to afford this equipment were it not for some in-
centive for the manufacturers to help them.

We feel very strongly again that we do need to take some steps
as a society to prevent any sort of split between the information or
literate haves and literate have-nots from occurring as well.

We think things like this at the educational level could go a long
ways toward insuring that.

We do feel the computer is at the heart of the information revo-
lution and will be its fundamental skill, as verbal literacy is today.

We want to do everything we can to see this bill passed.
[The prepared statement of Steven Jobs follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVEN P JOBS, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, APPLE
COMPUTER, Ism

Good morning I am Steven Jubz, uf Apple Computer. I appreciate this opportunity
tu share with you my thoughts on technological education in the Umted States.

We in this country are in the midst of a revolution that is on the same order of
magnitude as the industrial revolution. Fortunately, we have some insight into the
nature of i,ociety that will result, and if we take the opportunity tu plan correctly,
we wili enjoy a better life in the years to come. If we do nut, we will produce a
generation of Anwricans whu will be unfit for the jobs that will be available 5 tu 10
years from now, who will be non-competitive, and who will be essentially nun-liter-
nte in the context of the society now evolving.

The revolution that is occurring is driven by advances in electronics and other
technologies It is bringing us tu the "post-industrial souety ," or the information so.
ciety The information society will change people's mode uf life as well as the work
they do, and the demands on their intelligence and education.

The trends are clearly tisible, Information activities currently contribute a larger
,thire of the GNP than all manufacture and agnculture combined. About 7:3 percent
uf the U S work force is now in the service sector, and about twothirds of the serv-
ice sector is concerned with information. Thus approximately rifty percent uf the
work force and GNP are now concerned with information industries. Nut lung ago,
must jobs were either in agriculture or manufacturing. Nuw the clerk is the most
common occupation in the United States.

We are in an early stage of development In the sciences and technology of infor
mation processing But we can nevertheless predict the naturt. of the skills an
vidual will need to succeed in the information society We can also determine the
skills industry will require of its employees.

Yet, not much is being done today to prepare fur the future. The educational situ
ation in the United States, is very disturbing:

In California, elementary school students overage 44 minutes a week on science,
Only one-sixth of all high school graduates in the United States have taktn a

junior and senior level math and science course;
Achievement scores nationwide have declined since the 1960s,
Only 15 percent of the male students and 7 percent of the female sttaions in

fornia take three or more years of high school science; and
The number of electrical engineering graduates has remained the same in the

past decade, despite a tremendous growth in the electronics industry.
So while we are clenrly advancing towards an age where science and matheinatics

and technology training will be alai to success, our school systems are not prtAid-
ing the training that is required These facts are even more distressing in light uf
our educational progress compared tu other countries. The United Statcs now Hulks
fuu:-th in scientific literacy, behind Russia, Germany and Japan. Rassia graduate..
three times as many engineers as the United States. Japan, with half the popula-
tion of the United States, graduates more electrical engineers than we do,
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Our achievements in Silicon Valley and the other high technology areas of the
country had their roots in the mvestment in human capital that was made by prior
generations Our failure to continue that educational and entrepreneurial tradition
may prevent us from building upon past successes.

The results of our decline is clearly evidenced by the shortage of engineers and
technicians The American Electronics Association projects that by 1985 there will
be a deficit of over 100,000 engineers in the electronics industry The curient scarci-
ty of trained technical personnel in Silicon Valley is well-documented

But we are not remedying the situation, either in terms of scientific literacy or
technical competence. In California, for example, 19 percent of the school districts
in the state have made cuts in science programs, and 12 percent have reduced math-
ematics mstruction since Proposition 13 This trend is no better in the vocational
schools. One out of every four school districts in California has cut back on vocation-
al education and industrial arts courses.

An nnportant missing ingredient is money to purchase new equipment Many
schools throughout the country have been forced by budget restraints to cut equip-
,ment acquisition to austerity levels. The lack of new equipment in our school sys-
tems may soon impair the ability of our schools to offer state-of-the-art technology
t raining.

The bills introduced by Representative George Miller and Pete Stark are both ex-
cellent Congressional initiatives to addreks these problems.

Congressman Stark's bill, The Technology Education Act of 1982 qH R 55710 is of
particular interest to us at Apple because it provides a means whereby the private
sector can participate directly in improving technology education An identical bill,
S 2281, has been introduced in the Senate by Senator John Danforth

The Technology Education Act of 1982 offers a liberalized charitable contribution
deduction for donations of computers to elementary and secondary schools The
effect of this bill is to provide a sharing of costs between government and industry
Government would bear most of the direct costs and industry would bear most of
the indirect costs.

However, the governmental costs are more than compensated by the fact that the
value of the equipment received by the schools will far exceed the revenue loss to
government

If the bill is enacted into law, Apple has committed to give a personal computer
system to tens of thousands of schools throughout the United States The impact of
the program will be most significant in the poorer school districts where budget con-
straints have been felt more severely.

A computer in the classroom will help to bring us back on the road to scientific
literacy and, more importantly, to initiate our children in computer literacy The
computer is at the heart of the information revolution Computer literacy in the
late 1980's and beyond will be as fundamental a skill as verbal literacy is today

Passage of The technology Education Act of 1982 is one way of having an imme-
diate impact on our school systems Let us begin now by tlw enactment of this bill
Into law

Mr. MILLER. You talk in your statement of a revolution on the
same order of magnitude of the industrial revolution, and you
talkyou also mention that you think it will have radical effects
on this society.

Just off the cuff, in terms of an assessment, how serious do you
think the gap is between the response of the educational institu-
tions and your industry?

You have obviously been very successful in your industry You
obviously are looking for people to employ and you are also looking
for places to employ your equipment.

Mr JOBS. Sure,
Mr MILLER. How serious do you think the gap is?
Mr. Joas. I don't exactly understand the question. You are

saying how big a job do we all have to do?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. JOBS. Well, it is going to happen sooner or later anyway
I can recall back in 1972 when the first hand-held calculators

were Introduced. I remember at Berkeley several professors were
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prohibiting btudent from using them in the science classes because
some felt it might give the students who have the $400 to buy one
an unfair advantage over the other students.

Some professors felt it was inappropriate. Some professors were a
little scared of the technology. If you go to Berkeley today, basical-
ly a decade later, that technology has so infused the education en-
vironment that it is passé.

Nobody would ever notice a calculator in a class.
The technology we are talking about here is, I think, not a specif-

ic purpose technology. It is not as simple to understand as a calcu
lator. Its effects are going to be far more reaching. I think we can
look at a longer timespan than a decade. I think most people would
agree certainly within a 20- to 25-year timespan, the technology we
are talking about 'here is going to become integrated into society
and very familiar tools which everybody understands to such a
level that really it won't be noticed any more.

We won't be having hearings like this about how tu help it along.
I think that will happen in a 20- to 25-year timespan withuut any

significant special help on the part of things like this particular
bill.

Our goal is to see it happen sooner than later. I think the reac-
tion we have gotten from almost every educator and institutiun
have talked to has been overwhelmingly favorable. So I think it
will happen fairly quickly.

Mr. MILLER. You talk aboutand there is obviously an awful lot
uf economists who would agree with puthe issuesis nu longer the
productivity uf General Motors, the Issue is the productiv ity in an
other part of the sector, which you call the information part. But

ithin that I also assume that the extent to which productivity can
be helped at General Motors, you are talking about a future gen-
eration that is using computers in terms of smart machines. We
have heard people testify at our committee in terms uf investment
they would just as soon invest in a smarter machine and.a less edu
cated operatorthat they think there is a potential there.

I am not sure that that is a fair tradeoff or even need be.
Mr. dons. Along with that smarter machine, they are going to

need some smarter computer software people to program that
smarter machine and they are gaing to need Some smarter techni
clans to maintain that smarter machine when it brcaks down.

It is not actually going to be so much a displacement uf people as
a retraining uf people, a new level of skills that are guing tu be re-
quired to support this.

Mr. MILLER. Again if you are going to do thatif you are going
to do that, if the economy does decide to take off -we don't know
what the estimated time of departure is, but in the next few
months or years, if it dues decide to take uff, and an investment is
made, it would seem to me that companies that would be making
that investment %Nal be making an investment in the technology
that currently may not have the work force or the infrastructure
to support.

There's a lot of diseussions in the automobile industry that of the
unemployed there will be 150,000 who will be asked tu never come
back because the new investment in that industry precludes their
coming back to work.
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Mr. Joas. That is correct
Mr. MILLER. But my comern is. where is the pool of individuals

that will take their responsibilities, whether it is the prop/ni1i:4.s,
the maintenance individuals, the desigifers, or others?

Mr. Joas. The employment pool obviously will come from two
places.

The first thing we have to do is, we have to take a look atmake
sure that the generation of kids we are educating now have these
skills.

I think we can do that fairly rapidly.
The second thing which has a shorter term impact is, as you

know, Business Week recently estimated there are going to be 10
million people in the American work force that need to get re-
trained over the next 20 years.

We have to focus on that retraining.
1 think as an example we have been working with a few schools

looking at programs whereby they install a computer center in the
school which, during the day helps to educate young students in
computer literacy and helps to educate business students rather
than learning how to type.

They are karning how to use word processing and other sophisti
cated tools and during the evenings are helping with computer lit
eracy training and retraining for adults who are willing to pay a
small fee to get that training which will in turn help to pay for
part of the computer center during the course (*normal education
al hours.

So I think there is going to be a little' more synergy in the future
between the retraining and the new training.

Mr. MILLER. Petel
r. STARIC ThanK you.

I j st wanted to give a little credit here, Steve.
Actually the Stark billis it Jobs or Joebs?
Mr. Jous. Either way.
Mr. STARK. Should be the Jobs bill. It was Steve's idea. My com-

mittee was deluged for the 6 years I have been on it and the year
or so I have chaired it with people from industry asking for just a
little bit of a tax break.

I am not a very swift fellow in those areas. tor ears, have lis-
tmed to the chairmrm of the board of an airline tell me for an
extra tax credit he is going to buy a billion dollars worth of air
planes.

What he doesn't tell me is, it is going to take about half the
number of people to fly thena once he gets them. The steel compa
ny says we need to modernize our steel plant because we are not
productiw, and thev take their tax break and buy an oil company
They operate the oil company with the same people.

After a while el,en if you are not very smart, you begin to think
that these guys are coming looking for a handout.

I have yet to find that labor-creating machine they are buying
with all your tax dollars.

Su I was equally skeptical when Steve came along. Steve was
ery straightforward al5out it. The idea of donating, which they
haw generously talked about doing, is not eleemosynary Correct
me if I am wrong. I don't think the stockholders of Apple ought to

4- 1 2 5



think,they are going to be out of pocket. I think that it is an out-
standingly guud marketing tool. I think there is probably nothing I
would ratherif I were p toc wider of Apple; to know than that
every child would grow Li ) seeing that logo in front of him Steve
was very up front about th t. He said he hoped thatI guess I can
mention competitorsI don t know if they are competitors, other
manufacturers, Hewlett-Packard, Atari,,whoever makes computers
would be encouraged to get into the' game and hopefully they
would be encouraged to do that.

The bottom line is basically it would be a tax credit to the sci-
ence industry, but the schools will be getting somewhei e on the
order of, let's say, two for one. In,other words, if we are going to
spend the taxpayer's dollar, the schools are going to get two bucks
worth of what I think is useful gear.

I think that it is both refreshing to have somebody approach us
being very up front about their business interests in it and yet I
think taking a very sophisticated look at the kind of benefits that
the community will get from it. That is in my book at least the
kind uf legislation where everybody gives a little bit and everybody
gets a little bit. If we could write tax law like that more often, I
would be a lot happier legislator. 1

As 1.1 matter of fact, the deficit might be a little narrower. I just
want to cungratulate you for an idea I think is going to go through
with a lot of bipartisan help.

I have been led to believe from people in your industry, with
other people suppor,ting it iind finding a way not to dump old in-
ventory, liut to find interesting, usefullequipment that will have a
multiplier effect m getting people into a whole host of sciences--
biological and nwdical sciences, and perhaps even into the social
sciences.

They will just be more adept at it. You are to be commenckd
I am kind of excited because, as I said earlier, I am an example

of the computer illiterate. For me it is like getting an early look at
the 21st century in terms of what, at least my grandkids will get a
chance to participate in.

I appreciate your efforts on that part. A couple of quick ques-
tions.

I don't mean to commit you to something, but the qmstion has
4-ome up recently whether private and;ur religious nonprofit insti
talons would be included as a possible recipient of your

Mr. Joss. Right.
Mr. STARK. All right.
The other question peuple have brought up is- and people gener

ally say no, it isn't, but you and I originally talked about limiting
this to a year.

Mr. Joss. Yes.
Mr. STARK. For the general public's information, by limiting

these types of tax incentives, you get people to hurry up and do it.
If it is there forever, it may never get done, so you have a cut-off
date.

Howver, dues that impose a limitation perhaps ofr your competi
tors who haven't thought about this as you may have?

Would there be a real need to extend it longer? Is it possible it
ought to be 1 ',:t or 2 years?
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Do you see any reason for the year?
Mr. Jons. First question first.
We very actively are recommendingand our program would ad

dress--all accredited public and private schools in the United
States, which are approximately 103,000 by our countall accred
ited schools at all levels. That makes it very, very simple.

We feel there are kids in all of those schools. That is what we
ought to do.

The second question, first of ull, I think all of our competitors
know about this program. The Wall Street Journal has been kind
enough to give us a little bit of pres,. I notice Time magazine is
here. I notice, Atari is in the room. I personally have briefed
Donald Estridge, the General Manager of IBM's personal computer
systems division in Boca Raton, Fla.

I think everyone knows about it. I think there is certainly ade-
quate time to prepare for each manufacturer to put a particular
program together.

The second thing I would like to point out is our major competi
tors in the industry are Tandy, Radio Shack, Atari, IBM, Xerox,
and others, all of whi4bare far larger than Apple is.

Relative to our competitors, I ci.rtainly don't think we have any
ectinomic or manufacturing muscle-type of advantage I have
gotten very good reception from our competitors on this bill as
well.

So I think thai will bethat will go very smoothly.
The other part of that is, we feel very fortunate in the sense that

this bill is really standing on the shoulders of legislation last year
which allows a little bit of an inceniive for,contribution of scientif
ic equipment for research purposes to universities and liberalizes
that restriction to go down to other institutionsother levels of
education and also removes the research tquipment.

Our feeling is very strongly that if this works as well as we think
it is going to, it is going to be very obvious to everyone within 12
months that it is working.

At that point in time, ifyou know, if the group of individuals
responsible feel that it is working well enough to extend it, it will
be much easier to do, I think, standing on the shoulderd of existing
legislation than, as you point out, trying to pass something ad in
finitum.

Mr. STARK. I suspected the reason. I helped write that 1981 bill
where we made available donations for 'research to universities,
that that is just kind of the traditional thinking; that is where all
scientific knowledge is learned, in Ph. D. programs. It just never
came up.

Certainly nobody questioned grammar schools. _They certainly
didn't bring up either vocational education or secondary schools at
all. I think it was just our being really not very aware of how sci
entific knowledge is generated and assimilated.

Mr. Joas. It is also being transferred down to lower levels of edu
cation.

As an example, I am on the board of trustees of a university in
Grinnell, Iowa. These are traditionally the colleges that have not
had a large computer science department, don't have degrees in en
gineering, are much more liberal arts than what one might suspect
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would be interested in computers. Yet both of these colleges have
invested fairly heav ily in tnicroequipment not only used in the sci
ences, but also in psychology and a lot of other departments.

The key thing there is that computer literacy within a few years
at both of these schools will be a freshMan requirement. What they
would really like to do is push that down into the high schools so
that students can come prepared with these skills and they really
don't have to spend their very expensive time and students' very
expensive money teaching them how to use things that they really
could be learning as effectively in high school or potentially even
grammar school.

So there is definitely a trend in that direction as well.
Mr. MILLER. Let me ask, is it conceivable that under your legisla-

tionyou talk about 103,000 schoolsthat a school might be the
recipient of equipment from more than one manufacturer? There is
nothing in the legislation that would prohibit that?

Mr. Jous. No, and I think that is likely. We are suggesting for
consideration in the legislation that there be a limitation of one
system per manufacturer per school which I think would tend to
encourage the manufacturers to geographically disperse systems
rather than give a ton of systems to the schools that might happen
to be in their immediate vicinities, and really encourage a broader
demographic distribution.

I don't think that is mandatory. We think it would be a good
idea.

Mr. STARK. Doesn't that address the problem of poor schools?
Mr. JOBS. Yes, that is the key thing of why we would like to see

wide distribution.
I see no reason why schools shouldn't be able to get a whole vari-

ety of equipment.
Mr:MILIAN. Let's assume, for example, the program might run

longer than )a year. It might seem in this industry there would be a
lot of reasons why it should run longer than a year.

One of the questions that has come up is the fact a school gets
lucked into its system which is then incompatible to shifting to an-
other system and now they are locked into the expense of doing
that because they don't like what they received through the mail.

So, ideffect, that school could go out and seek the donation of
that competing system?

Mr. JOBS. I can't speak for our competitors. I know the way our
program will work is, it is gbing to be a dealer-based program.

e have approximately a thousand dealers in the United States.
&hook, are going to be able to go tu any of those Apple dealers. He
is going tu be helping install the system, make sure they get up to
speed on it, have the appropriate training classes set up.

It will be easy for any school to gain access to an Apple system
under this program.

Mr. STARK. I thought the congressmen were going to be able to
deliver them to the schools in their district.

Mr. MII.LER. In your case, Pete, you are. As a matter of fact, they
have to come pick them up.

Mr. JOBS. I guess the other thing is that this bill basically to us
represents a sort of cooperation between the public and the private
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sector, which 1 think Is real healthy in this current economic envi-
ronment.

The education market `currently for microcomputers is reason-
ably competitive. There is a fair amount of competitive bidding
that currently goes on too. So I think the private sector, the'natu-
ral mechanisms of the prhate sector will insure that any follow-on
systems they want to buy will be priced as competitive as possible.

Mr. MILLER. Back to the incompatibility problem. Does the legis-
lation allow the same kind of treatment for software as opposed to
the hardware?

Mr. Joas. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. So again a school that decepts a system has at least

some reasonable expectation that they may be able to continue to
upgrade that as new software comes on line?

Mr. Joas. Absolutely.
Mr. MILLER. So they are not stuck?
Mr. JOBS. Correct. It is part of our plans as well to go to several

of the software companies and solicit them to participate with us in
this program by allowing us to, on a royalty-free basis, duplicate
their software and gibe it to the schools as well. We are going to
try to encourage those companies that write really good education-
al software that happens to run on our systems to participate with
us in this program and get the software directly into the schools

Mr. MILLER. So in effect at least what you have in mind is really
the presentation of a system, not simply the hardware that gets
put into a single school room and may or may not have the support
for it?

Mr. Joas. Yes. We use that word system quite frequently. We
very much believe there is a combination of hardware and software
and manuals and training and even setting that is going to make
this thing successful from our point of view.

We intend to address\each one of those. The objective is not to
have a computer sitting ih a closet.

Mr. MILLER. You know, we had some rather bad experiences
when in the early days of title I we were going to provide a lot of
videowell, there weren't video recorders in those days. Projectors
and tape recorders and various teaching aids. They are in the clos-
ets in many districts. It didn't work out terribly well. Perhaps the
fact that you have to make the decision on whether or not you are
going to make that donation to the schools may prevent that from
happening, that there is some resource in place.

Again in the literature, obviously there are an awful lot of
schools throughout the country where there is not the human re-
source to develop the use of the technology. They don't have some-
body who k literate in computers with the ability to translate that
knowledgrir translate that knowledge to the youngsters.

Maybe we can employ the youngsters. They seem to be way
ahead of us.

Mr. JOBS. A lot of them are starting to employ themselves. I ran
into a 12-year old kid in Chicago about 6 months ago that has just
started a software company with his more mature 13-year old
friend called Aristotle Software. They now have three products on
the market. They are probably making about $10,000 a month

Mr. MILLER. Gee. No. GTE.
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Maybe if we just stay out of their hair they will do just fine.
Do you' want to go ahead and show us your presentation?
Mr. Joss. Thank you very much.
Mr. STARK. Thank you for being here.
Mr. MILLER. We will recess for a couple of minutes.
[Recess.]
Mr. MILLER. The subcommittee will reconvene.
The next panel we will hear from will be Mr. James Conway,

who is the president of Electronics Association of California, Gary
G. Petersen of the Electronic Industries Association, the Human
Resources Council, Manpower Task Force.

We would also like to move into this panel Mr. Steven Mayer,
vice president of research and product development from Atari,
whom I understand has a time problem with a plane, something I
can relate to very clearly.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN MAYER, VICE PRESIDENT, RESEARCH
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, ATARI

Mr. MAYER. Thank you very much.
I am Steven Mayer, vice president of research and product devel

opment at Atari's Research Laboratory in New York City.
I have been with Atari since its inception in 1972 and have fol-

lowed the growth of the company and the industry of which it is a
part, both from a vantage point of a participant and one who is
keenly interested in computer-related education.

Atari, Inc. is a subsidiary of Warner Communications Inc. and is
one of the fastest growing large companies in the world.

All of uur products incorporate computer technology in one form
ur the other. The bulk of our employees live and work in this coun
try. We believe that the electronics and computer industries form a
key national resource, one that will become, with all its ramilica
tions, the largest industry in this country, if not the world.

Helping to save that resource is the reason we are here.
H.R. 5820 is a good bill and we support it, but we also think

there are three changes that must be made to achieve the impact
necessary.A

The first change involves the scope of the fields covered. To make
sure all appropriate people and job classifications are included, we
suggest the bill refer to "electronic, computer, and information
Kocessing technicians."

This may be a minor change, but will extehd the bill to involve
the full spectrum of workers in this field. This is key.

While hardware, its design, manufacture, service and opetation
is now the major part of the industry, that focus will change dra-
matically in the near future.

Already hardware manufacture and testing is becoming automat
ed. Repair in this field will soon be mostly a task of swapping good
parts for bad.

Software, including development d testing, word processing
and system management is, howe, ,oving rapidly into the fore
front. Industry projections now indiutLe that software activities
will employ ten percent of the population of the United States by
the end of the century.
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It will be the industry upon which most ,others are based, and it
will remain people-intensive well into the 21st century You can
see that it is imperative that we maintain our lead for it to remain
a uniquely American industry.

Other countries, including England, France and India, are al-
ready moving rapidly into this field.

The second change also involves the lp.rho of the bill, as well as
the where. As written, H.R. 5820 speaRs of vocational programs
that only train our citizens for entry into this expanding field
Nothing is said of retraining, and we feel that a tremendous
amount uf retraining must be done in league with the essential ini-
tial training.

I am not just talking about people who have been in the work
force many years, but people who have been pursuing a career for
only a few years, who are caught up in the whirlwind of technologi-
cal change, unprepared.

As to the where, the wording of the bill should not limit the loca-
tion of the training .,o traditional vocational schools in institutional
settings.

To provide the proper outreach, it must include training and re-
training done in the workplace and in community programs wher-
ever sited. We will find that this change will allow us to leverage
our dollars more effectively.

For instance, Atari is now a major participant in an innovative
project with the industry education council of Santa Clara County
This project involves using a specially-designed van that tours
county schools to provide a variety of computer literacy programs
to enhance the employability of the area's children.

Another of our programs involves providing compLters and sup-
port to the future center of the. Capital Children's Museum in
Washington. There the focus is on reaching pre-school and primary
grade children to guide them in their first steps to familiarity with
the computer culture.

I might interject I also believe we are going to be providing train-
ing for Congressmen in the next couple of weeks. The center facili-
ties are also available to all other age groups, but the prime mis-
sion of the center is to work with the younger set.

Both of these outstanding projects are being coordinated by the
Atari Institute fur Educational Action Research, an organization
established by our company to initiate and support innovative proj-
ects in educational technology.

Last, we feel that the bill should not be so specific as to the
source of the 75 percent of the funds that are to come from the
State and the private sector. As written, the bill could put a strait-
jacket on the program. As an example, if Atari were to try to run
the same training program in both California and New York, but
one State could not raise its full 25 percent, the program might
founder.

But if there were flexibility for Atari, an industry group, or per-
haps a local governmental entity, to be allowed to make up that
difference, the program might be saved. Or the bill might specify a
range of percentage participation for each entity.

..
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In addition, since industry is committed to" provide 25 percent of
the funds for these programs, we feel that they should be made tax
deductible, and that this should be spelled out in the bill.

Inclusion of these changes would make H.R. 5820 an excellent in-
strument for the preservation and encouragement of this industry,
which is destined to become such an important part of the future
of the United States.

Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony. I won't

hold you. If you have a time problem, you may leave.
I really appreciate you making specific criticisms of the legisla-

tion. That is most helpful.
Every now and then someone walks in the room and says I don't

like it, it stinks, but they don't suggest any improvements. We will
get. back to you.

Mr. MAYER. I have a few minutes.
Mr. MILLER. Let me just ask you in terms of when you say where

the program is, I am not sure what you are suggesting there.
Mr. MAYER. For instance, it may include any 150 tc)(3)I think

that is the numberinstitutions who may act as a participating
entity in this. In the specific wording of the bill, that it--

Mr MILLER You are concerned it is restricted to educational in-
stitutions?

Mr. MAYER [continuing]. Yes.
For example, libraries have become very involved in training in

computer literacy. We would -like to look at that as a possible
model.

There are many alternates that are arising now in ways that this
training can be provided.

Mr MILLER. When you suggest the 75 percent is a problem
where you might be running a similar program in two states, you
say to make up the difference, what do you mean?

Mr. MAYER. Right now as it is written, it requires the participa-
tion of essentially three entities, the Federal Government, the
States, and industry. In some cases, if the intent is to leverage Fed-
eral dollars must constructively and the State hasn't enacted legis-
lation at a particular time but there are other institutions, either
public or private, that could provide the balance of the 75 percent,
we would like to see that kind of flexibility.

Also differences between States may cause significant problems
for companies that are essentially national.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. MAYER. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLF.R. Mr. Conway.

STATEMENT OF JAMES CONWAY. PRESIDENT, ELECTRONICS
ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA

Mr CONWAY. I think the significance of what you are doing here
is illustrated by the fact that the gentleman on my left is catching
a plane to return to New York and the gentleman on my right is
going to be following him in a few minutes to catch a plane to
return to Chicago.

Certainly the significance and impact is visible here today.
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Mr Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am James
Conway, president and director of the Electronics Association of
Cal i forn ia.

Our testimony today is being presented, on behalf of the associ-
ation's I50-member companies, as well as the 380-member compa-
nies of the Electronic Industries Association, which is headquar-
tered back in Washington, D.C., with which we are formally affili-
ated.

Accompanying me this morning is Mr. Gary Petersen, vice presi-
dent of Human Rersources, and Administration, for the GTE Auto-
matic Electric Co., and also chairman of the Special Manpower
Task Force of the Electronic Industries Association Human Re-
sources Council Mr Petersen has been active in the development
of a comprehensive industry program to achieve the goal of in-
creasing the supply of technical people available to meet the needs
of the rapidly expanding electronics industry.

We are, both of us, pleased to have this opportunity on behalf of
our organizations, to testify in support of H.R. 5820, the Electronic
and Computer Technician Vocational Education Incentive Grants
Act.

This legislation recognizes and offers partial solution to the
idely recognized shortage of technicians in the computer and elec-

tronics industries. We fully support the concept behind the legisla-
tion which attempts tu strengthen the relationship between indus-
try and the vocational education system, and which appropriately
intends to direct a share of Federal funds to states into training
computer and electronic technicians.

The United States, in the 1980's and 1990's, will certainly be a
nation of high technology, as we just heard from the last speaker,
in the home, in the school, in the armed services, everywhere we
look.

Today we are the world's leader in technology and we must
maintain that lead fbi economic stability and national security.

We can only do this w ith a solid base of scientific and technologi-
cal skills and literacy at all levels in the United States.

H R 5820 represents an effective step in addressing the serious
shortage of skilled and technical manpower available to the high
technology industries.

I would like to ask Gary to continue on with how he feels the bill
can be aligned to be most effective for the industry and general
comments about the problem we are wrestling with here in the
United States.

STATEMENT OF GAR1 G. PETERSEN, CHAIRMAN, ELECTRONIC IN-
STRIES ASSOCIATION, HUMAN RESOURCES COUNCIL, MAN-

POWER TASK FORCE

Mr PMERSEN. Thank you very much.
Let me add my thought that I am very appreciative of the oppor-

tunity of appearing before this panel this morning.
We have looked at the bill We feel that a few changes in specific

language in the bill would strengthen its intent and effect.

3,1
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First, on pap 2, lines 3 through 5, we disagree'that "the expan-
sion of these industries within the United States is dependent on
their ability to attract competent employees."

Attracting them 4s really not the problem; instead, the indus-
tries' ability to expand is dependent on "a trained pool of personnel
available for employment."

I think that is what the committee is really trying to get at.
Another section on page 3, the wording "assure that programs

authorized in this act are specifically designed and related to iden
titled job needs and, openings in order to target vocational educa-
tion programs toward expanding innovative sectors of the national
econ omy.

Basically what we are talking about there is our experience is
that the demand for any particular need, the demand for any par-
ticular skill in the United States is really dependent upon identi-
fied job openings and skill needs.

In the past I think we all realize that job-related necessities have
become so broad that it is becoming really meaningless.

Also, on page 4, lines 13 to 1.6, we suggest the current language
be revised to read, "Demanddefined as identified job openings or
needsfor personnel with the skill level and type of training pro-
posed."

The reasons for the above two changes are that job relatedness
must be tied to specific job needs an,: opening that can be identi-
fied.

There is significant evidence that shows that unless specific job
needs and openings are identified, there tends to be a wide inter-
pretation of what job relatedness really is.

Also on page 4, lines 19-22, we suggest the current language be
revised to read, "Probability of trainees successful completion of
proposed program based on program design and eligible recipient's
basic education skills and ability to assimilate proposed training "

The reason for this suggested change is that eligibility should not
be based on any previous experience for several reasons. (1) Most
eligible recipients will not have been exposed to the electronics or
mainframe .computer industries. (2) Eligibility should be based on
whether or not the recipient has the capability for handling the
training that would be proposed.

In addition to these specific changes, we wouki like to share some
%iews and experiences relevant to general provisions in the legisla
tion.

Speaking to job relatedness, it is the experience of our respective
association members that training conducted within the vocational
education system has not been relevant to employers' needs.

H.R. 5820 correctly attempts to assure the job relatedness of the
programs which would be authorized under it.

The bill should ahm) specifically address the issue of cooperative
education.

In many instances, the best way to achieve the goal of job relat-
edness is to provide the student with a combination of classroom
work and work experience.

EIA's Electronic Industries Foundation (EIF) conducts several
programs which emphasize the importance of this cooperative edu
cation apprdach.
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I would like to briefly summarize one such EIF program, Part-
ners for the Advancement of Electronics (PAE).

Under the leadership of EIF and the New York City private in-
dustry council, a group of New York City electronic companies has
undertaken a program to bring together educators and industry to
provide mure job-oriented education and training for high school
students.

The program facilitates the transition from school t9)employ-
ment and meets today's industry job market.

Last summer 179 juniors and seniors from Westinghouse High
School participated in an 8-week program of real work experience
and classroom study. The students attended Long Island University
fur 2 days a week and then worked 3 days a week as employees for
participating companies in jobs that related to their vocational
studies.

The curriculum for the classroom portions of the summer pro-
gram was planned and written by employers and educators, and
was based in part on teacher visits to company plants to interview
lirstline supervisors.

This exercise in cooperation had many benefits, not the least of
which was tailoring uf dassroom instruction to meet the industry's
specific needs.

During the work portion of the project, teachers visited the work
sites of the students and again tallied with firstline supervisors
about the continuing needs of the students working there. Teachers
and supervisors alike were unanimously enthusiastic. .

The teachers, primarily math and English, were able to see their
training being used on the job and to develop new ideas to be used
in their first semester classroom.

The summer work/study portion of the PAE project was the
start uf a continuing working relationship between educators and
industry that will improve the relevancy of education and better
prepare city youth to meet the specific needs of New York City
electronik. companies fur educated, highly trained technical employ-
ees. All of the participating high school seniors available for full-
time employment following the PAE summer project have been
employed, many by the companies where they worked.

By any measure, the program has been a success.
One important element of the successful PAE program was the

ability to pay stipends. When the student is working 2 or 3 days
per week in industry, remuneration is essential.

We feel that your legislation could justifiably prohibit the use of
Federal dollars fur stipends, but suggest that employment stipends
be allowed tu be paid from the 25-percent private industry contri
button, if so desired, when employment is directly relevant to the
training.

If stipends are received, we urge that it be made clear that no
student would luse other Federal income maintenance assistance
for part-time work during the period of the training program

In addition to straight financial support from industry equal to
25 percent uf a program recipient's projected budget, we suggest
that this provision be expanded to include other industry contribu
tams sui..h as administrative assistance, curriculum development,
and program instruction.
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It has been uur experience as we go out to our various members,
especially in the economic trough we are in, that a number of com-
panies may not contribute or participate from a financial stand-
point, but again, it has been my experience that a number of com-
panies have capabilities, curriculum development, program instruc-
tion, administrative assistance, aids to various schools.

If the bill could be expanded in those areas, I am certain a
couple of companies who might mot be able to give a financial con-
tribution might contribute in these other ways.

In closing, we would like to emphasize that whereas we fully sup-
port this bill as an effective measure to increase the supply of tech-
nical people to our industries, we believe strongly that the larger
problem, which makes this kind of legislation necessary, and which
needs serious attention, is the deterioration of onr Nation's basic
educational fiber.

Also, whereas our industry members willingly contribute re-
sources to achieve the purpose of this legislatiOn, we must point
out that a very large corporate tax responsibility of those members
is devoted to an educational system which is failing to be respon-
sive to our Nation's needs for a populace whih is literate in the
maths and sciences.

The manpower program of EIA's Human Resources Council fo-
cuses on these problems of bask education vis-a-vis the outstanding
job opportunities in the electronics industry.

Mr. Chairman, a short summary of the Electronics Association of
California and the Electronic Industries Association is attached to
our written statement.

Thank you for this opportunity to preseni, testimony.
At this time Mr. Conway and I would be pleased to answer any

questions.
[The summary referred to follows]

Sl MMARY Iit GAM G. PETERSEN, CHAIRMAN, ELECTRUNIt INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION

The Electronic Industnes Association kEIA; represents 380 Amerwan cumpanies.
Most make aad sell cumpunent parts, equipment, aad systems fur eulisualer, indus
trial . governmental uses. Others ,unduct research and development ur provide cun
tractual services pertaining to electronics.

EIA's membership includes companies of all sizes, ranging from very small,
single-product businesses to large, multinational corporations.

The U.S. factory sales of electronic products are estimated at $117 billion in 1981
Over $2.3 bilhun of this was exported. That figure would be even higher if the elec
trai euntent la sueh equipment as airplanes and machine tools were tu be sepa
rately identified.

Electronics manufaeturing directly empluys 1.6 millwn Ameneans. Of those jobs,
at least 600,000 are tied to exports.

List year, while the nation suffered a trade deficit, our industries generated a
$1.5 billion trade Surplus.

To summarize

U S. ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS

Pau noon fl Num)

9EI
1918 BM HD I

Winged

Factory sales $70 5 $85 4 $104 3 $117 0

Expects 13 4 16 7 20 1 23 3
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U S ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTSContinued

teas anwts II *mil

BSI
1918 1919 1910

estrated

10 7 11 8 13.1 188
4 2 7 s- 49 -+ 69 +4 5
1 292 1 436 1 57 1 61

Whether measured by production, trade or employment, the electronics sector is
one of the major, positive factors in the U.S. economy.

uscrRoNics ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNM

rile Electronics Assimation of California is the fastest growing trade association
in California and the only one focusing exclusively on the management and employ
ee needs of rapidly grom, mg companies in the electronics industry The EM' was
foundea in 1977 for the sole purpose of helping firms leverage their collective
strength to chnelop new employee and management services which are important to
their individual Lompanies. Since that time, over 150 firms in California have joined
the EAC.

Mr. Thank you.
In your closing paragraph, you know we have always had this

problem, I suspect, as long as we have had a vocational education
system, that there has been a separation within the facilities as to
those people who are in vocational education and those people who
are in general education programs.

In some cases there is discrimination against students who were
not. At this point we seem to have arrived at a point where we are
about to marry the entire institution. We are talking about voca-
tional education training for students who are illiterate in math
and sciences.

At that point the discriminatory aspects of this program or the
in some instances, the back seat to which job training'and pre-
paredness has taken over the traditional courses, the lines of dis-
tinction seem to be erasedor are about to be erased radically
here.

I am interested because you make a very harsh comment on the
educational institution as a whole in this instance. I wondered if
you would like to expand on that in terms of whether this legisla-
tion or other proposals are going to work. It seems to me you no
longer are pitting factions within the institutions against one an-
other, people are not going to be able io beat their chests and say
we are doing a wonderful job in vocational education, but you
people in general education aren't doing too well.

At this pdint where that computer is located or where the
human resources are located is not going to be terribly important
any longer for this industry.

Mr. PETERSEN. That is absolutely true. It goes to your point that
you made a while back when we had the first testimony on wheth-
er or nut there are obsolete vocational training programs. That is
probably true. We are probably helping to perpetuate those
through our educational system, but the reason we are so support-
ive of this particular program, it addresses a need in industry; but
more appropriately, I think it could addressit is the beginning of
addressing a more basic problem.

3
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That is the literacy in basic math and 'science. Because the
people that we see coining into our industry really can't be effec-
tive people, einployees, unless they are trained in basic Math and
science.

I think every one of the people that we have seen in the testimo-
ny here is getting at that basic element that no matter which seg-
ment, whether you are talking about literacy in computer science
,r literacy in the basic electronic industry, we cannot basically use

people who are not skilled or more appropriately disciplined in
such things such as basic science and math.

The mending of those two are really coming together. You really
cannot get into the vocational training now without science and
math. This was not true a number of years ago, if you looked at
some of the et'd craft vocational training that we had. In some of
our older industriesI have a personal experience right now. We
are in a nizkior revolution in the telecommunications industry basi
cally marrying up the older telecommunications industry with the
computer main frame.

What you are trying to do is taking very senior experienced
people in industry who maybe have 15 to 20 years of experience on
basic electromechanical craft skills, and now trying to bring them
into more basic math and science. That is what it is.

When we eventually get up into electrical engineering, it all
starts with basic science and math. So we see this as a way of help-
ing our industry, but basically helping the people where you are
going through this transition in industries and converting from me
chanical into electronics.

Mr. MILLER. It has been suggested by some people who have
looked at the legislation within the education institutions who are
obviously suffering from cutbacks, whether it is in this State be-
cause of proposition 13 or whether it is actions at the Federal level,
and their comment has been that the generation that brought us
Apple or Atari or to this point, they were the beneficiaries of the
Sputnik era.

If you look at the ages of these people, you had a commitment,
an investment made and we have been living off that initial invest
ment for a period of time with no similar investment having been
made for the next generation, that the student who is entering
school today, who is 5, 6, 7 years old, at least at this point it doesn't
appear that any kind of additional commitment is, in fact, being
made so that they will bring us the follow.on and we will be living
off what wewe are living off a deteriorating resource, however
bright they are.

In today s arrangement, the follow.on is somewhat difficult to
see. It is not that all of the new entrepreneurs, or the new scien-
tists will be products of traditional education. Many of them will
find their way there no matter what. We know that is true.

I just wondered if the two associationsis that conceivably cor
rect, that that is what may be going on here in this instance?

The math and sciencesI was in the seventh grade when Sput
nik was launched. I can remember the math teacher bringing in
Time magazine and telling us what kind of day this was in our
lives and telling us what this was going to mean to us.

I don't think I paid attention. I went to law school instead.

3 6
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But I just wondered, in a sense that Mr. Jobs says we are talk-
mgand the literature says we are talking about something that
is, in fact, larger than the Industrial revolution that we know
turned the world.

I just wonder if, in fact, we areall of the rhetoric in Congress
about our ability to compete with uur international trading part-
ners, and yet I just wonder if your industry looks and says, is there
any kind of' commitment?

We can give tax breaks until hell freezes over, but there are still
millions of kids who every day go to school and go through that
system and come out the other end.

They are going to be available, ready or not.
Mr. PETERSEN. One of the things we are doing in our industry

and the point you are making is very validit desperately scares
us, I think, as parents and business people, about where we are
going in the next 10 to 15 years in the technology and the educa-
tion for that technology.

Basically one of the ways that w are tr ing to address it within
the industry is this manpower pro ram. 0 ir manpower program is
one that basically is trying to espera ely do at the grassroots
level, to communicate two things. 'hat , the basic education fail-
ing we have in the United States an the opportunities that are
there for high technology people.

Basically what we are saying, it is basically a failing of the basic
education system.

I think some of the things that Steve Jobs and Congressman
Starkthat is going to be a help, but basic to that is science and
math.

don't think that we can overemphasize getting a commitment
and a discipline at the elementary and secondary school levels

One additional thing at the national level we are concerned
about is a lack of commitment on vhere we are going in basic edu-
cation. If you look at what we are doing as opposed to what we are
saying, It is that if you take a look at the funding for basic educa-
tion through.the National Science Foundation, we have been drop-
ping at the same rate that the test scores in the United States have
been dropping to the point that for basic education it is practically
a pittance.

Part of that funding to the National Science Foundation, it

seems to me, is a commitment or a standard of what cominitment
are we going to make for basic education in the United States to
support

I think one of your statement was the underpinning for this
mushrooming technology My opinion, that is not here in the
United States. The underpinning educational support for what we
saw this morning Is not here That is what concerns us in the elec-
tronics industry more than anything else. There are major short-
ages we feel in engineering, but one of the things we are desperate-
ly concerned about is the basic education of the general labor force
in the United States

()ne piece of anecdotal data that exemplifies this, and that is one
of the peopleProtessor Wurzop from the University of Chicago
who is working with us on this manpower programis currently
being talked to as a consultant for the Pentagon.
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One or the roles hbias been asked to comment ort is to reduce
the average reading level of training manuals in the armed serv-
ices from the average eighth grade level to the sixth grade level.

Thal is occurring at the same time as the sophistication not only
of the weapons Fystems, but the basic testing equipment that we
have in our factories.

Mr. STARK. I thought that was just to accommodate the generals.
Mr. MILLER. Those are the purchase catalogs. We are talking

about operation at this point. We have gone to cartoons.
You know, you nave a three alarm fire going here. If, in fact,

again if we see this dramatic shift of where. job opportunities are
and where job growth is, with all due 'deference to the President of
the United States,-the kind of productiity that is almost glib, that.
we talk about, that somehow we could get Detroit going again, or
Youngstown going again, almost seems to me with any kind of in-
depth imestigation an impossibility unless you do this, because the
old Youngstown plant and the old Detroit plant or Lansing, can't
compete.

So, to talk about making those workers run faster and faster and
faster is really almost a mindless approach, it seems to me, in
terms of the problems that confront us. That is not the answer. If
there is this dramatic shift into what, I guess my father once told
me was one person taking in artother person s laundry, but it is in
fact real, the shift to information, the shift to services, somebody
cataloged 'and said in the seenties the most dramatic growth in
new jobs was in McDonald's, the biggest contributor to new jobs in
the country.

Even within that industry we find we found out around the
minimum wage we had the labor intensive hamburger and a capi
tal intensive hamburger. That got a fight going on what to do with
the minimum wage apparently.

We won't go into that any more.
It seems to me that the kind of problem that we arktalking

about fur studenb ho are now ctiirently enrolled, is significant at
least.

Mr. PETERSEN. I am not in the education field. I hae listened to
these people because basic education will be, in my judgment, the
pacing item in technological deelopment, because you can't run,
in a technological society, a technology business without the under
pinnings.

What happens is, I am told by educators basically if youngsters
hme nut made a basic commitment through their families, through
their very early age. they are using a cut-off of 15 years, I think it
is much earlier. What we do, the educators are telling us. they ef-
fetticly eliminate all those Noungsters from the technological pool
that is available. So it is kina of scary to us in the industry.

A number of these youngsters are not being.exposed to science
and math at an early stage.

Mr. MILLER. Do you believe that?
Mr. PETERSEN. Yes, I do.
Mr. MILLER. I guess we are all guided by our personal experi-

ences.
I can think of d great number of yourg,people whom I know who

were exposed to computers in community colleges who are now
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finding sery atttactise partiiipation in that job market and their
own b usi n essiis

Mr. PETERSEN. I think that Is true. You can frain technicians. I
think the thing we are talking about, if you take a look at basic
engineering--

Mr. Mum. Excuse me. You are talking about if you don't have
the commitment to the basic math and sciences by the, time you
are 15?

Mr. PETERSEN [continuing). That is correct, yels. You can train
people in specifics, but basically for engineering roles in the future.

I think the point you were getting at, in my judgment, is very
true That is kk hat concerns us. The job opportunities are unlimited
in OUT industry, but we see the base from which we are drawing
them from is the lines are getting divergent. That is what concerns
Us.

Mr. MILLER. Pete?
mr. siARK. I arn concerned that we base politically, more than

economically, been unw illing to say sorry, YoungstownI don't
represent Youngstownbut there is no way you are going to nmke
steel profitably on either coast of this country.

Inland Steel understands that. It is very tough for the United
Steelworkers to,buy into that. We have to make an effort to retiain
and relocate them.

The Japanese understood that.
Politically we are unable to do what they did thus far. We will

Soon have a lot of structural unemployment. Nye are constantly
going to refine the skill lesels up and up and up as your industries
become more sophisticated.

Do you think you, as businessmen, are willing to assume the eco
nomic burden of prosiding for an eser-increasing group of Anwri
cans whom we are just going to have to ,upPort?

We may find more humane ways to do that an4 make their life
more interesting, but I seeand I think what we are really going
to do is say, look, we are going to !lase fewer and fewer and highei
and highei skilled people. There isn't going to be much of a market
forand I say this only as illustratisefor the streetsweeper and
the window washer.

That is a political pioblem. Other countrie;deal with it. Ger-
many sends the guest workers home. The) solse unemployment by
just removing it

Japan has a strongei alliance between government and business
and actually does some economic planning that we might be brand
ed socialist if we brought it up at this point in our economic desel
opment.

Du you think that )ou, as industrialists, are k ill ing to assurne
that burden fur the citizens of our country who can't gist in' We
can help pros ide the training that you rwed, or don't you accept
there will be these people left over?

Mr. PETERSEN There kk ill be a big pool of unemployed people
that has e seen the last effectise.employnwnt. It is not because I
don't think business would be unwilling to take them in.

Let me give you a special experience
As I talked with peopleI happen to be in some major labor ne-

gotiations right now I had, from the company's standpoint-1
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guess this is on the record, but that is OKexpecting an education
training demand to come across the other side of the table. I waited
and waited: I did not get it.

I proposed the training and education demands for the other side
of the table because they didn't know what to ask for.

The technology is changing so rapidly. So the company, the man
agement side of the table, had to propose that.

I think as I said, I talked with some people, and I talked with a
lady who said; "Why didn't you propose training?"

I said, "I am going to propose some training. Would you like tcc
get involved in it?" -0

She said, "Oh, I am 37 years old." She said, "That is all right for
my children, but" she said, "I wouldn't want to do it."

I said, "Why not? You are only 37 years old."
She said, "Well, I am. just too old to change."
I said,"Do you know that your job may become obsolete?"
Shp said_nVell, 1 wilLjust take my_chancesf ,

So there are a combination of factors out there working against
us. .

Mr. MILLER. That is what keeps people smoking cigarettes.
[Discussion off the record.]
Mr. PMERSEN. SO I think yes, there will be continued unemploy-

ment:
Will we, as an industrybe willing to pick it up? I think busi-

ness generally does what they have to do when they get forced into
it. As we see more of the lack of preparedness, as people come to
us, what we generally do, we absorb that incremental difference by
providing traihing in our own companies.

I see these things as really positive measures, and the other
thing that I see is that it is a cooperative venture. That is probably
the most significant thing that comes out of here. We happen to be
a large userand I know it may not be popularof the CETA pro-
gram. I have seen it work. The thing I have seen work most of all
when people get forced into doing something is the cooperative
effort between the two sectors.

That is what is going to have to happen. We cannot have two
camps as we have had in the past.

Mr. STARK. Tension is good, contention just blows it all away.
Mr. MILLER. We are going to try to get the committee to come to

Chicago.
Mr. PETERSEN. Maybe during the spring or summer.
Mr. MILLER. We could have used your testimony on CETA last

year. Let's tell Mr. Hawkins.
Thank you very much. Thank you for coming such a great dis

tance to participate. We will obviously be back to you because if
you think the educational institutions need guidance, you should
try the Congress.

Next we will hear from Hank Weiss, Executive Vice President of
the Industry Education Council of California, Robert Preston, Man
ager of Technical Training, National Semiconductor and Charles
Priest, Director, Contra Costa County Regional OccP: .,in Pro-
gram.

Your statements will be put in the record in their entirety. You
may proceed however you are comfortable. Obviously if you have

,

1
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heard something you think needs to be commented on, it is helpful
to have you do that.

Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF BANE WEISS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
INDUSTRY EDUCATION COUNCIL OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. WEiss. Good morning. I am Hank Weiss, Executive Vice
President of the Industry Educ,ition Council of California.

That is a collaborative business, labor, education, and employ-
ment leaders who are concerned about the transition of students
frum school to work, elementary through.community college levels

We have more than 200 major California companies and about
1,100 regional and local business people, some 600 educators, and
130 agency representatives participating in this collaborative.

You will find in the packet that you have a map on the front of
it which indicates where local industry education councils with
these various representations are currently affecting some change
in the education system and an. improvement in the transition of
students from the school system to work.

We believe that H.R. 5820 encourages education private sector
cooperation. Hov,ever, we would encourage that that bill strength
en its impact by leveraging its own funds for matching with other
resources and nut just be a clean bill by itself which_ tends to sup-
port one activity.

Encouraging such a match would stimulate the melding of voca
tional funds, private sector support that comes in the form of
money, personnel, materials, equipment, work sites, and resources
from State employment services, State departments of rehabilita
tion, or education and State and local economic development com
missions, the Comprehensive Employment Training Act, private in
dustry councils, and still others such as in California the school im-
provement program vvhich allocates to schoolselementary
through secondary--an opportunity for them to use education
funds to invest ' their own change process.

H.R. 5820 might provide a bonus factor for programs that garner
or match H.R. 5820's own funding if at least two other resources
were included in that match. So that the match indeed becomes a
real and effective kind of partnership.

In a recent book, "The Poor Man s Futurologist," Alvin Toffler
talked about the need for ad-hocracies and the combination of re-
sources tu get past institutional malaise and other forms of arterio-
sclerosis that sometimes permeate institutional-change.

I have been an educator for about 32 years. When I started, they
said an educational change took 25 years to accomplish. I believe
they were Wrong. It sometimes seems as though it takes much
lunger than that. Some of the educational changes that were being
advocated 25 years ago are still in some kind of exploratory proeess
and have really not been assimilated.

The education system can respond and will respond best if it re-
sponds in a collaborative fashion with strong systematic participa
tam by business and other related agenc:es, all of whom hae some
stake in the product that the education system delivers.
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We exercise a rather unique role as an infrastructure broker in
that we pull together business that has a particular interest, in the
education process, the educators who have delivery capacities, the
agencies who have some related role to those delivery capacities,
and anyone else in town, community based organizations who have
something to deliver to a learner mode moving from school to
work.

We currently, in factwith the two gentlemen who are here
today and the gentleman who left from Atariyou will find in
your packet a description of the program that he gave in which
Atari and the industry equcation council are working together on a
computer plan.

We are now fortning,and have operating a statewide task force of
j5 corporations, some leading educators who arc able to leap onto a
hot idea when they see it, and some agency people.

We are taking a,, look at high technology careers, in fact careers
as they peL taut to, this Hi. That task force-organized itself into-five
subcomponents.

The first is marketing high technology careers to students. I may
set up a program that provides facilitation, learning oppoitunities,
teachers, that sort of thing, but if the programs aren't marketed to
students as a viable option for their future, the amount of enroll
ment in these programs is going to be delimited:

So we are interested in marketing technical careers.
We are interested in improving teacher competencies through

training, staff development, and through the expansion of such ac
try ities as teacher internships, where the teacher is released by the
school system and spends full time in the entry level jobs repre-
sented by that industry.

We are interested in expanding and upgrading curriculum. We
are interested in encouraging direct business support to the in
structional process through funds, through personnel, through
equipment, materials, work sites, and deeper training. These five
omponents of this task force are already engaged in an analysis of
what the best curriculum currently expended in school systems is
and how that might be applied as a model.

The best curriculum at this point would lead to this kind of per-
formance, and the ultimate curriculum would lead to this kind of
.performance, how do you fill the gap between those best models
using existing education resources, and the optimum models which
may require a coalition of resouices from still other forms?

We find out what the best education investment can provide, we
take a look at the optimum program and identify the gap We
figure industry and agencies, and bills such as H.R. 5820, have an
opportunity to fill this gap to provide the optimum.

Actually H.R. 5820, in our perspective, is a teaser. It doesn't pro-
vide a heck of a lot of money, but it does tease out some attention
to the task. By itself, uns it is employed as a leverage tool, it will
wily tease. some fundamental things have to occur. There has been
some discussion here today of a need to impact not only the voca
tional technical programs, but to take a look at basic skills in sci-
ence and math. Those basic skills in science and math are generat
ed at the elementary, middle school, and high s'ehool levels.

4g
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Unless those bask bkills die attended, again the matriculation to
the kinds of careers we tire talking about will not occur because
the basic skills will not have been assimilated.

That means there has to be some significant attention by some-
body's bill or by somebody's education system to the fact that math
and science dnd other related skills, which are basic to maturation
in those fields, have to become the purview and as much of a focus
in priority of elementary and secondary education as the programs
themselves which students are supposed to be led to.

We think that une way to stimulate education change is through
this collaborative process. If you leave institutions to themselves
with segregated funding, they tend to use the segregated funding
myupwcally. Somehow some kind of interinstitutional brokerage
aridngement has to be generated, that pulls the best from each of
these institutions and applies them to the task.

The Congress ,amiliar with the ability of institutions to assimi-
late funds and- 0 those fiind-s Tir the sth:Vival Orthe-inStitution

In this case 1 ,,ope these funds are used primarily for the pursuit
of client interests. In this kind of program there are three clients
One dient is the learner, who has to make some progress to what-
ever options are out there.

In this case high technology options.
The other client is the employer, and the third client is the na-

tional et.unomy and national security. That is a collaboration of cli-
ents in itself, but somehow that configuration ought to be drawn
into the implementation of legislation such as this.

We certainly support H.R. 5573 and this Atari van which you
have before you is an example of what can be done.

We hope there will be 12, 13, 14, 15 of these vans circulating in
California.

Thank you.
[The prepared stateMent of Hank Weiss follows]

PRE PARED S IA Ti MI. NT oE 1!ANI Viiss. EXEC IFTI% E VICE PRESIDENT. INK STR1
EDI:COON CouNrIl. OF CALII,ORN IA

rbe Industry E:ducation Coun0 of California ilECCi is a cullaburato.e of business,
iabur. education and employnwift related agency leaders concerned with the transi
t tun of students Irian bool to %cork ielcalentary through communal, college le% CIS)

I WC Lfl ol tts more t han ,;011 1,,djur California companies and additional 1.100 re
genial and local businesses, some IMO educators, and 150 iigency representatives

a pricate sector Ind iatice, identifies educatiun-tu-%%urk concerns, latitt's
in-1%.ite and public ..ectur resources, and unprw eduudion efforts to produce ein
pluyable persumwl operates programs from Sacramento tu San Diego through

twtwork of 26 local community councils
fhe IECC thrust produces t wu products 1 Better educated trained employabks,

delicerod through an improccid education system, An ongoing cullaburatice of
business, eduiamal ami agencN resources v%hich can expand its focus to a arwt,3, of
educat ion to- %cork issues

THE NEED FOR A COM'ERATD. %I.PROACII

II R encourages education pricate sector cooperation The 13111 could
strengdwn its impact if it also le% eraged ts ocial funds (or matching IAA of h t re
',Rates

Encouraging such a match %%uuld stimulate the melding of %ocational funds, pi
%am sector support memo. irersiamel, materials, equipnwnt. %%orksitesi, and re
,11Lirl.Vh front State Employment Ser, ices, State Departments uf Rehabilitatwn ur
Educatein. and State and local Economic Development Commissions. the ('ompre
hensie Emplocment Training Act and Pre.ate Industry Councils. 4ind still others
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-s820 might provide a bonus factor for programs that garner or match re-
sources with at least two other support sources.

PROVIDING AN INTRASTRUCTURE FOR EFFECTING COOPERATION

Multi resource education training efforts are not generated spontaneously or in a
vacuum Institutional boundaries and territory complexes defy cooperation. Some-
one, or something, has to serve as a broker to put it together. An intrastructure to
effect cooperation is required.

IECC has had nine years experience melding resources and building multi-support
mechanisms for more effective education results.

A network of Industry Education Councils exists in California. Umbrella groups
that confederate similar resources are being formed around the country

Support for brokering activities, such as Industry Education Councils, should be
provided in the Bill as demonstration funding How to enlist all uf the resources
:Federal, State, local, public, private, community basedi to the task uf stimulating
math/science/computer tech education.

tIOW AN INTRASTRUCTURE "BROKER" WORKS

As one of its sixteen programs combining multi resources, th-ClEtChas already
developed business education agency task forces tu secure improvements in math,
science computer tech The effort starts with elementary education and a program
called "Computer Literacy," a mobile van which circulates to elementary schools. A
proposal to expand the number of vans has been developed. The van itself is a prod-
uct uf collaboration between companies and the education system. Atari Corporation
was the primary participant.

The longterm resolution fur bringing required human resources tu national math,
science computer needs starts with elementary students and development uf their
interest and math. suence competencies. Continuum experiences are required at the
middle, high school and community college levels Unless a base of interest arid skill
IS established in the lower grndes, nu une will matriculate through incrementally
developed learning experiences to jobs or career placement.

The IECC business, educator, agency math;science, computer task tome is work
ing on five related components-components which eventually have tu be reflected
in the implementation of H R. 5820 The components focus on marketing high tech
careers tu students through teachers and counselors and direct student contact with
job and career options, improving teacher competencies through training, expanding
and upgrading curriculum, encouraging direct business assistance ifunds, personnel.
equipment. materials, wurksites, teacher internships). This program, too, starts at
the elementary level and works un tu middle, high school, and community college

The 1ECC is culling the interests of all parties and extracting performance and
commitment from business, education, and agencies. These interests are broken into
prescriptive objectives, defined tasks, and the best application of resources from
each of the participating elements (business, ethication, agencies)

Congressman Miller has partnApated in a similar collaborative in his own district
which successfully educates and places disabled youth into the workforce That
IECC program "The Cross Agency Project for the Education, Training and Place
fluent of the Handicapped (CAPi" utilizes the same "brokering- approach and pro-
vide; an intrastructure and process for melding resources

R 5573 PRO V ING TAX INCENTIVES FOR BUSINESS PARTICIPATION

The education training costs inherent in high tech career human resource devel
opulent can never be successfully addressed by education alone Nur should it be
Incentives to enlist employer participation and support are imperative. Both stu
dents and eniplovers. and the economy as well, as served through such incentives as
H R 5573

SUMMARY

1ECC endorses II R 5820 and II R 5573
2 11 R 5820 should encourage a match with other resources to more effectively

leverage involvement of all potential participants
3 1-I,R 5820 should provide some funds fur model collaborative intrastructures

which can coli4ite diverse "players," and resources fur a more prescriptive attention
to education/training tasks

4 6
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own, ourl, do) California Burlingame. CAlf Much 1!021

MON' INt. COMPUTERS INTO CLASSRoOMS A PROPOSAL To PROVIDE IIANDS ON
COMPUTER AWARENESS FOR STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS IN CAUFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

Computer literacy is fast becoming a skill as basic to productive living and work
ing as reading. wnting, and computational skills It is clear computer technology is
aiready mpacting the everyday lives uf consumers. emplo,ers, employees, and edu
cators

All trends and projections point out that computer tecl nology will play an in
creasmgly large rule in yirtually eyery arena uf American life during the balance of
this century and beyond

The challenge to the educational community lb dear schools need to respond
quickly. with trained personnel, appropriate software, hardware, and curriculum in
fusion strategies tu proyide this new basic skill tu students ichools (and educators!
nmst re-tool to include computer literacy

This poses a major problem. Trachumuil resources available to the schools are in
--adequate-and-euntinue- to-elwiridle--Other -ret.Air4ELS-.1re, needed to-intraduce comput
er literacy xn the tune demanded.

This proposal addresses a proven mudel to introduce computer literacy to schools
in a cost-effectiYe manner The model features private sector collaboration Atari,
t hey run, Pacific Telephone. tA T.& 1' cooperatively provide the van with heavy edu
cator participation

THE PROPOSAL

Our prol)osal is to rejilscate the successful Computer Van program which is cur
rently operative through the Industry Education Council of Santa Clara County

l'he present prograMs success reflects an investment uf appruxunately $15000.
predominantly of private ,e-c tor origin. and a full year of operatIon During this
school year. the \ an program is deliverIng computer literacy experiences to over
z%1110 students -enrolled in .275 classes. in 76 separate schools The program will pro-
vide mstruction m 17 different zauul districts. serving mostly students in grades 3

through 9. where computer hteracy needs to begm. At the same time. the Van pro
gi am will proyide inservice computer literacy experiences to 35 school faculues plus
over 25 speual programs at weekend winkshops, conventions. etc Also, the Van has
been a significant resource to Communiey, College classes and negotmuons are un
derway to set up summer 1,Ullrbes fur youth through city recreation departrnents

The Computer Van was fully schedukd for the current school year by the end of
February and it is now fiscally self-supporting on th basis of modest fees charged tu
users

rile Santa Clara project works The Industry Education Cuumil of California
tI.Et t I, prepared tu deyelop additional Computer Van programs In locations
where regional 1 EC can insure continuing pri% ate secum inyestment to reinforce
t he programs

ATEM ENT OF ROBERT PRESTON, MANAGER, TECIINICAL
TRAINING, NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR

Mr PRESTON I am Bob Preston. I would like to start out by tell-
ing you a little about some of the things that have been said al-
ready

I would like to see some consideration of the whole package here,
that lb the basic educational structure, the computer literacy that
was spoken of by Mr. Jobs, as well as the vocational structure that,
you are putting into place. I see the bill, H.R. 5820, as being a very
big .plus to the ocational educators throughout the country, spe
cifically in California. As a past teacher myself, in a technological
area, one of the main things I was constantly faced with was a
shortage of up-to-date equipment, textbooks, supplies, and keeping
myself current with what was going on in the industry.

4/
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I found upon leaving education and getting into industry I lacked
a good deal of knowledge about w hat was current in industry as it
stands today.

I think I would like to see us not talk in terms of just plain corn
puter literacy, but in terms overall of technological literacy.

We are not dealing with just putting computers into schools, be-
cause that is only part of the picture. A computer is a tool. It
should be conceived as such and used as such. The person that is
still in the classruum doipg the majority of the work is the instruc
tor. He has to bring it all together for the student.

Sul look at the,whole picture as being upgrading the technologi
cal challenge we have in the'country.

At National Semiconductor, we are cUrrently spendingap-
proaching $3 million per year just to upgrade our Internal employ
ees. We are willing to spend a great deal of money to upgrade, to
continue to push the development of new products and so forth, but
what we find in these upgrade programs is we are having to re-
train people who are supposedly trained by the community ,col-
leges, some of the high schools, some of the private vocational
Sk:hools simply because they are not current, they are not up to
date, they do ndt have the kinds of equipment in the classet)oms

f that is needed to actually come out on the job and work on a job
I without that additional retraining.

It is an expense tor the companies, but likei say, the companies
have been willing to do it' because they have had nu choice up to
this point.

The semiconductor industry, for example, is one of the major in
dustries ur companies that have given impetus to this whole rise of
new technologies, the satellites, the telecommunications industry,
the video industry, the computer industry, and so forth.

It has really come about to a great extent based upon the devil
opment and integration.of the integrated circuit.

The machinery we are using to produce those integrated circuits
has gone through several generations of change in just a period uf
the past 12 years. I have seen it go from almost entirely mechani-
Lal tu electromechanical to electronic and novli we are talking in
terms of intelligent machinery. That is a whole other area that
really ties a computer with the electronic world.

It is that world that is mind boggling, baffling to the indi, idual
working in those areas, and it is that area we need to address.

An understanding of the machinery and the processes of indus-
ny are really predicated upon the basics that we give to the stu-
dents. In teaching Glasses myself in industry, one of the big prob-
lems I du hay e is simply trying to put across a concept, the basics
of that concept the student does not know. In other words, I can't
teat.h the concept until I teach the basics. I prefer not to have tu go
bavk and teach those basics. I would like to see that done in the
schools.

In general. I have liid uut my recommendations for what would
be bume of the types of things that this type of funding could do for
the sv.houls. In specifk, I think the media materials and machinery
aspects are perhaps the must important. Equipment, upgrading os
Lilloscupes, bringing more uf the Lurrent typeS of instrumentation
and equipment intu the Llassrourn is going to increase the aware-
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ness of the stadvnts to the point at least N here they somewhat un-
derstand and can ielate to w hat they are going to see in industry

There is a di amatic transition that takes place in most of the
electronics classrooms as a student moves out into industry

I hate to place the blame totally on public education. I have seen
many good things happening in public education. There are a tre-
mendous amount of excellent programs out there. We at National
Semiconductor hire students straight out of' high school if they
have had a certain number of years of electronics training at spe-
cific high schools. That is based upon the ability of those high
schools to do a thorough job of training in the basics, of those con-
cepts.

So the schools are getting a lot of' the blame. I think we have to
kok it declining:enrollments and proposition 13 for some of' the
facts we have lost funding and so forth for the schools.

The electronics instructors in the State of California are very
much raterseted in upgrading. They carry out meetings-and=confer-
ences on a regular basis specifically to do that, to help each other
share materials, to help each other learn more about what is cur-
rent in industry, but they are finding that they are more and more
strapped with the lack of funds and more and more strapped with
just general apathy.

The public is getting tired of' the job that the school districts are
doing, and so forth.

The teachers, I think, are feeling frustration from that.
Industry, I think, is very willing to get involved. I have seen

quite a few efforts and support coming out of industry. I believe
very strongly in the support bill, the H.R. 3573, which is the dona-
tion As a high school teacher, I received many donations from
other companies in the Santa Clara area and the companies were
just generally giving this without a whole heck of a lot of tax in-
centive to do that.

I think they were looking to upgrade what was going on in the
high schools. I was v ely appreciative of that. Most teachers are I

think with this bill, it gives the companies some backing to do that
and to be more more companies will look at donating equipment
if' that bill passes.

Thank you.
!The prepared statement of Robert Preston follows.I

iloi.00 Ii '-lra I %9 NI t)1. RolIEHT PttI.S1UN, MANA(.1..H. Al TRAININt:,
N A Ho SMCONDI:CTOR, SANTA CI.MtA, CALIV

M hi k liloNt older, eNtabliAled indtistl III, liii t experienced considerable oconumn
decline in the iast dec.itie. the electronics computer industI) has undergone
iuiiui i,t tt o, ii Most id pus groccth can be attributed to ads ances in the Mali U fat.

III/ ilii t ititegiated cat nits Applications of these dec ices .tre ramill;, changing the
out,. ,ce %cork .11111 lice Con-honer electronic products. commercial electronic s;,stems
and iaciustrial malt uLic to nag niaclunes are becoming the niost compkx accomplish
ments of Anielican nicht:4 ry

In the electrum,. mano ittunng sector our greatest resource colltillUVS tu be our
t topito. Techiiial expertise i reccarded Aith high salaries and rapid promotions
Engineering and coniputt & cience prukssionals hace I itt le diffit ult finding entr
le, el emplo,. nwlat 0.4th %alai ie% in cut... of $.20,000 per ear due to high demand tor
a nit+. supplc At the sciiii-pioletsional atiti t otAtforhal lec els, this situation is repeat
od for omputer and electrum,. tech/m.1am, Efforts are underua, to support more
and better oigineering education Much remains to be done at the %otational let el
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Two-year graduates in the aras of elmt onic test, maintenance and service are in
kery short supply Competition among comp nies for this limited pool is often fierce
Many graduates lack exposure to and expe iences in dealing with state-of the-art
circuitry and instrumentation, Several larger ompanies have been forced to initiate
inside classes in fundamental and advanced e, .ctronic technologies in order to up-
grade employees and retrain new hires from 'çcational schools New-hires often
luck the breadth of knowledge required for effect ve troubleshooting skills and logi
cal thought. All too often vocatiomil curricula excl des important areas of electron
as technology m addition to support and peripheral technologies and academic sub.
pets.

The ideal electronics technician has sound mathem tical skills, possesses an un
derstanding of basic physics, is a mechanic has experieñçes in drafting and machine
tool practices, has a working knowledge of computer and aterials sciences, and has
completed a nprolls course of study in electronics techno ogy encompassing theory
and concepts of devices, circuits and systems.

Blaming our schools for improperly training technician only compounds the
problem by frustrating mstructors who hace worked hard to irovidc a quality edu
cation with continually dwindling resources. Instructors are fat. d with keeping pace
with technologies which are in constant flux.

The exploratorv eleckronics course once offered in our junior hlih schools is virtu
any) extinct. Declining enrollinents and Proposificin -Mince Teat wiTTOClose high
schools and,or their 2-3 year curricula. The costs of state-of the-a t trainibg equip
ment and instruments are well beyond reach of most electronic p gram budgets

Nu single solution win reverse thes trends outlined above The cpuise Of action
must be multi-faceted and include:

1. Up-grade math/science curricula in grades K-12.
2. Reinstate the exploratory electronics course grades K-12.

.

3. Promote enrollments in electronics courses at the high school level for males
and females

4. Provide teacher inservice funds for a. workshops, b. industrial field trips, and
c directed studies.

5. Provide funding fur purchase of. a. current textbooks and lab manuals, b lobo
ratory components and supplies, k laboratory instrumentation, d electronic curricu
lum development, e. machine and hand tools, and f microcomputers and software

6. Offer courses in technical writing and illustration at the high school level
7. Integrate high school mathematics and science courses with technical curricula
S Restructure teacher po st-ales to lure college students into science and techni

cal teaching areas
9 Push for more industry involvement manifest iv a. donations of money and

equipment to public schools, b. loaning industry professionals to school districts for
curriculum development kind guest instruction, and c provide technical summer
jobs for teachers

The funding provided by II R 5820 would help implenwnt some of the solutions
presented lwre. I urge your support of this bill '

STATEMENT OF CHARLES PRIEST, DIRECTOR, CONTRA COSTA
COUNTY REGIONAL OCCUPATION PROGRAM

Mr. PRIEST. I would like to fill in some gaps and maybe reiterate
a few items instead of moving into a 10-page dissertation

First of all, for clarification on the regional occupational pro-
grams, there are approximately 68 in California. Some of these are
county operations, some are joint powers, meaning two or more diS
tricts get together.

In Alameda County we have about four or five ,egional occupa-
tional programs or centers. In Contra Costa County it is run out of
the county organization. There is one regional occupational pro-
gram.

In Contra Costa County we serve over 5,000 residents per yeai.,
from 16 to GO. Some *grams are located in high schools, some are
at community locations, leased facilities, some are in businesses

There are approximately 200 businesses that help us with train
ing from the county and we are well tied into the business.
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As far as the computer field goes, out of our 104 classes, six of
them are in computer training. I have grandiose plans for seven
more by next September. One of them we have all set up at Clay-
ton Valley High School. There are 60 students ready to get into a
class that can take from 20 to 25.

What we are going to do is try to send out quotes and see if we
can get> it on this year's budget to buy 'some omputerized equip-
ment.

Last year we set up two classes at this time. The cost was over
$100,000 just for the equipment. We figure about 12 or 13 comput-
ers for each class of 25 students.

As far asyou need to be careful bothone computer going to
each school.

You talked about the 16-millimeter projectors in the closet. If we
have one computer, that means we have to put it in a closet so it is

--eentral--to-everybodyrto-come-get_atany_time_Some_wayif there is
one computer, it needs to be accessible to everyone.

Anyway, we are trying to move into this field of computers as
fast as we can. The need is there. Not only from the student need,
the elementary schools seem to be a little bit better off in our coun-
try in providing the computers through the parent. They have
gifted programs. I am going to the high schools, with these gifted
programs; maybe they have five computers; they say, let me buy
seven more, 2 hours of the day on those computers.

You operate your classes around those with my computers and
your computers.

That seems to work out fine.
As far as the moneys being a carrot, we are used to an education

working on a consortium basis. We work with Hank Weiss and the
industrial education council; we work with all of the public agen-
cies; we work with over 200 businesses.

I would like to talk about the 25 percent contribution from indus-
try. A growing business is generally taking money and pumping it
back into the business in order to grow. That is why I made the
suggestion maybe in the first year there will be a sliding scale, 10,
15, 20, 25 percent, over a 3- or 4-year period instead of 25 years

I think we must be sure and include inkind contributions as well
as direct contributions with this in there.

I figure there is probably $300,000 worth of in kind contributions
to the regional occupational program in Contra Costa County and
another $300,000 of direct contributions, but yet this only adds up
to about 10 to 15 percent of the total budget that we operate there

I would like to reiterate the staff development capital outlay
Some way we have to retrain the teachers.

We were asking Pat Langlin about the credentialing. We take
teachers that have an interest in the computer field. They can go
out to the companies and make 40,000 there. We give them 18,000
or 20,000 to work in the schools, even though it is on a 180-day con-
tract.

We will take any teac er that shows the interest, a little bit of
background with the computers, and put them out with an organi-
zation for a summer if we have to and retrain them and pick them
up in the field.
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As far as the capital outlay, that is a real problem. Certainly we
appreciate any help that we can get in that field.

I would like to invite you, Congressman Stark, to see some of our
programs. I know Congressman Miller, you have been to Richmond
High School, the career development center there. There are about
30 vocational programs, two of them belong to the district and 28
belong to the ROP. You would never know it because they are all
integrated into the school right here.

But it is a real center, a true center.
[The prepared statement of Charles Priest follows1

PREPARED STATEMENT ur CHAELLz A. PIULsT, DIRECTUR, REuloNAL 0 i.LPAriuNAL
PROGRAM, PLEASANT IIILL,

mubt uninwnd the Ilouse of Representatives fur their interest and 1. unduttnient
augnuniting our training programs in the field of elmtruni k. and computer techni

Clan vocation education programs.
trunii....ancLuomputer_andustrie4..iri t;ram. Ing.an-Cuntra. Costa

County. The latest survey from our County Schools office showed that there are
over thirty ,10i eloAronic manufacturing industries in Contra CAsta County. Many
uf these are small businesses, but a few of them, such as Plantronics Zehntel and
Systion Donner, iepresent the large businesses as we hear about in Silicone Valley

The need for augmented technical trnining in Contra Costa County is, however,
aut only to tram students fur computer manufacturing companies. but fur the on,
panics which use the computers in everyday operations. Example. Bank of America
mid Chev run U S A. recently announced that their computer divisions were relo
cating tu Contra Costa County. It is commonplace to walk through nmny uf the new
companies which have located rn uur uunty within the hist three to five years and
observe coniputers on employee's desks. In addition. each company will have une ur
more computer centers

Another example uf this intensive use of computers is the Safeway Accounting
Headquarters in Walnut Creek. At that location the Regiumil Occupational Pro
gram offers a computer accounting course where the students meive training in a
classroom and receive advanced trtnning within departments uf Safeway as well as
in businesses surrounding the Safeway Accounting Center Thib class cleat!) &mon
Armes the need fur our training programs to be allied closely with the business
community if we are tu keep pace with the [lipid technological advances.

The Contra Costa Regional Occupational Program serves approximately 5,000
residents this Year from the ages of 16 to 65. 0%er 200 busnwsses open thca &ors tu
provide advan.ced. realistic tnuning on state-of the 61 rt equipment Among thun rt
Contra Costa Times. Safeway Stores. Chevron U.S.A., Reynolds and Reynolds. Dos%
Chemical, hospita6, attorneys, retail establishments and thy backbone of uur mono
my, many small businesses.

There is truly a strung partnership between the Regional OLLupatianal Program
and private mdtibtr) in our count). It needs to be augmented. espeually for the
smaller businesses, vvith incentives tu indubtr) in ordyr tu encourage them tu par
tiLivite further with their state.of the-art" equipment. Many uf these Small busi
nesse:, Au the computer and electronic madufacturers and users area would partici
piae it an incentive wv gt n t ed . They lack the manpu%%er and facility such as a
Che% run ur Safeway As we are all aware, approximately SO percent of all employed
persons work for small businesses Incentives would aefinaely by the carrot fur
them to develop consortiums for electronic and Computer training

A partnership between the schools and :usiness is truly a marketing stratcv
Must businesses have nut been accustomed to working with schools. The ROP's itt
the state of California have developed that marketing strategy through the contact
vith Chief Exmutive Officers. Must businesses are una%%ore ut the concrete benefits
fur their organaation of the "working partnership." A few of them ore. A pool of
well trained entry level employees. employees familiar with the work environment,
naninium paid orientation where eniployed, employees trained un state of the-art
equipment, immediate productivity. i.untinual evaluation uf employees by eirmloyer.
aftli mauve action. positive publit. rehitions for company. and worker's compensation
is provided during training period.

Ab }uu 6 n see. 0.e are able to 6learly show business the benefits of halving tram
mg programs on site the main benefit being fur a pool of well trained prospmtive
employees from which to hire
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the state supported It Ot P , base prosen and demonstrated their ability to devel
op linkages with pi isate industrs II seeM, Ito me that the Incentive Grants Act
should hase the flexibilits to grant edukational institutions ssith proven track rec-
ords QI industrs.education oyoperation to dodo!) the high technology vocational
training In Calitorma at the present time. ROC P's do not receive VEA revenue
This must be changed to allow the prme wcational delisery system to accomplish
an Oen better job

Again. I thank sou for sour 4. ommatment in amisting socational education and the
prisate sector 'mirk togedr We must make sure that the paper work for business
is at a minimum\ that we haw adequate resources in order to offer them a true
partnership. and that we use broadbased advisory boards to continually assure that
the pit relatednet:s id our programs are on target with the expanding and Innova
tive private smut-

()ne more item I would like to 'Imo.. Fur nmny emerging businesses which are
struggling to train new employees, 2:i percent contribution may be high With our
userwhelming busineiss and industry participation in Contra Costa County, I figure
that mils 10 ri percent ot the budget is direct or in-kind resenue from businesses

Perhaps a A hding scale 10 percent the first sear. 15 percent the second year. 20
percent the third year and 2:i percent thereafter would be more in line with their
al/Limes

Mr. Mti.LEE. -Hank -touched upon the-problem and Congressnum
Stark touched on it with previous witnesses. If you read the litera-
ture. there are so ne pretty acidic comments passed back and forth
between the Indus and the educational institutions about who is
competent and who is not, why people are in it, why they are not,
and their interest

In terms of trying to pool together that cooperative effort and to
accelerate the rate at which it happens, are we better off looking at
a regionally coordinated effort? We are not writing a bill here for
California. We hope to be the beneficiaries of it, but we have this
set up. We had testimony in the committeewhen. Jack, last week,
the week beforeon Pennsylvania, their skill centers I am not
sure even here they were statewide. They were very heavily in the
Pittsburgh uirea, but similar to what we have.

The question is. is itdo you get more leverage if you do it on a
regional basis than to believe that every school district is going to
come up With the proposal that in fact makes sense?

I am not really interested inwhen I first came to Congress, we
required everybody to be innovative. Innovative also became very
wasteful. flow do we achiese that squeezing, to get them to work
together? Would It be better to talk aboutwhat do you haveI
am thinking of my chairman here too.

You have regional vocationalwhat do we call them?
Mr JENNINus They are called area schools. Every State is very

ditterent They have this type of program in California, but you
can go to a neighboring State and there will be an entirely differ-
ent program. Or they will work through the community schools in
Ntead of the high schools Or they have t ehnical institutes like
they do in South Caiolina

Nir MILLER This Is Mr Jennings, Counsel for the Elementary
and Secondary Subcommittee

Mr. JENNINGS. Them t. are a great variety of structures
Mr MILLER. I don't know if the structure is there in every State

to allow that kind of ellort. In some ways it seems to make perhaps
a little bit more sense.

Mr Paws,' I don't think it makes a difference whether you re-
gionalize or go to the district. It depends upon the people in the
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districts, the innovators that can run with whatever is given to
them in dollars for computers and for teacher education.

Mr. WEISS. I think the action ought to mem:at whatever level it
is most functional. If you take into consideration--

Mr. MILLER. That is what I am trying to determine. I agree.
Mr. WE ss [continuing]. In some communities it ought to be done

at the coiimunity level. In others you may need some regional
stimulus tb make it happen.

Charles represents a regional stimulus actually because he
covers a whole county, which would be a region. There are some-
thing like 33 school districts in his county.

Lees look at it from the perspective of employers. Suppose you
are a large employer zind you have plants all overas some em-
ployers do, all over the State of California. You want. some of this
computer high technology capacity. Do you deal with the 1,014
school systems in California?

DQ youcleal with the 58 counties? Who do you deal with? .

-In a compohy ihal-ifiefch-e-S- fibril Oregon to Siiii'DiegV -lake the
Bank of America, 1,000 branchesthey have high technology com,
puter kinds of interests too. We have been talking about another
function of the industry, but they utilize a, lot of that typii of func-
tion. Does each branch manager gat invohed in setting up a spe-
cial building a wheel, or can you build a wheel for those kinds of
companies at a State level replicated at a regional level?

The point of implementation is where the teachers and kids are.
Implement it at the school level. There are a variety of prescrip.
tions that can be applied to this. For some corporations which 'are
large and made thread not only through a State, but on a regional
or national basis, they prefer not to have multiplicity of contacts
trying to generate an idea or a cooperation, but rather to do it in a
more systematic fashion.

It just isn't a problem with education. It is also a problem with
performing some kind of instructional response from business.

Mr. MILLER. It is not an idle question. We are talking about
spending money in the Congress. We now like to have a reasonable
Lertainty in this atmosphere there will be a benefit, that in fact it
an be implemented and we realize a benefit from the expenditure
of that money. That is why I am concerned as to the model. I don't
pretend this piece of legislation is the last word on this subject at
all. I ani v urv concerned about that model that is constructed to see
that I really %ie.% w hat Pete is doing, that these are compatible

In the sense if they were both in place, how would we get the
greatest efficiency from that effort?

Mr WEISS. There may not be a model. There may be two or
three models. If there are two or three models---

Mr MILLER. We would be lucky.
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. Yes. If you could identify a number of

workable models, w here we didn't have a thousand models, I think
you could have a regional model, a State model, a community
model, all of those models ought to be encouraged as some kind of'
demonstration on ways to go.

Mr. PRIEST. I view this as not 4-ipplicable to ROP's at this zoint-
because our State does not give the EA moneys to ROP's. However,
if this came through because ROP's delivery--
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Mr. MILLER. They certainly say nice things about you. They don't
give you any money, right?

Mr. PRIEST [continuing]. The Federal commitment has been to
the districts. They always felt the ROP's had enough money
through the State. That is fine. \

I felt we would change the law at the State level, so ROP's wotild
receive, if we need to.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your time and your contri-
bution here.

Proceed. Again, your written statements, if they have been sub-
mitted, will be put in the record in their entirety.

The extent to which yuu want to summarize or touch upon what
you have already heard, again that is the most helpful to us.

Mr. Fisher?

STATEMENT OF' GLENN FISHER. COMPUTER SPECIALIST.
ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF' SCHOOLS OFFICE

Mr. FISHER. Thank you for inviting us to be here.
We 'pppreciate the opportun:ty to talk to this issue. My position

in the county is as a computer specialist. I am a research person
not just in vocational education or the ROP program. I have a

slightly different perspective.
I would like to discard my Written statement and give ypu some

thing new. My secretary at work is a word processor, literally I

have no money for clerical support. It is a fantastic tool. I would
like to start with an- analogy. There is an old quote, "Those who
forget history are condemned to repeat it."

I think what we see happening in education and in the electronic
or information industry in America right now bears a strong anal-
ogy to what happened in France and England. If I remember the
dates right, it was in the early 1500's when Jacquard invented the
programabl loom. It put all the weavers out of work. The loom did
the work for them.

The workers didn't like that. They had no jobs. They burned
down the looms and cut them up with axes. He built new ones
Some of them then discovered they could earn muth mure money
by being programers for him than by being laborers.

What happened was he could only take a few programers, where
as before they had employed many laborers. The others then went
to the city to find other employment. We are having the same
prob,lein here. The electronics technology is making it possible for
there to be few programers, as it wereand I use that in a general
sense, not talking about those that can speak basic and other
arcane languagesand there are many people left over who don't
have the training. We are seeing that in a lot of different ways.

I think H.R. 5820 addresses in a limited degree some of that
problem in that it provides specific money for training and comput
er and other high technology' fields. It encourages the State to pro
v ide support and action by requiring that State money be part of it

Although in California that is not a problem, it is in other
States .

Another very important provision of it is the matching or in-kknd
grints from industry In many cases, what is needed is more train-
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mg and, equipment than the actual dollars from the industry. By
providing that in your bill, I think it may open substantial contri-
butions from industry.

The next thing is that it provides seed money. Not a whole lot
more. Fifty million dollars spread over 50 States is $1 million a
State. That ends up to be small money by the time you gt t down to
specific pi'ograms.

Startup costs in electronic technology ar e. very high. I estimate it
will cost the district roughly $30,009 to provide one classroom with
computers to do training for approximately 150 students per year
using th4 for fie periods per day of instruction. That is a huge
amount of money in districts in an era of declining enrollment and
less and less money, but your bill may provide that startup money
and thereby enable them to start a program.

The two orsthree problems I see that it does not address. One is
instructor training. While there are many teachers who are inter-
ested in the technology, many of them graduated from school Al cm
more years ago when it was a whole different subject then. It was
acuurn tubes instead of very large-scale integrated chips. They

don't haNe thy t,urrent knowledge. Business teachers, for example,
sulh bubjeas clb ty ping and shorthand are S, oefu 1 1 y unprepaled

to teach word processing. It is a whole new ball game.
I du not see specifically that H.R. 5820 addresses that issue.
What I see in my position is the severe shortcoming of it only

addressing the question of 1,ocational education, NS, hich touches a
very small although important part of the students in education.

It does not address elementary education, or secondaly education
in general.

The problem there is that some of those students already have
access to computers, some at home, some in their Schools.

As somebody nwntioned earlier, elementary schools seem to be
MON ing faster into computer use in the classroom. We are running
into a problem in Alameda County that students are getting to the
jun lot high and high school haNing had computers in then class-
worn and hamg experience Ns, tth their computers, and the high
st.houl has no computers because they hae nu money and no in-
struLtors bet.ause tho' se instructors ha% e been hired as.ay by busi-
ness at two or three times the salary.

That is an issue I don't knov, hos, your bill can possibly address
There is a bram dram going on in education %%Inch may by part of
the plublent thy industry people talked about WI Iter that a compe-
tent teather can Varn fin more money in industry than in educa
non

the only student out of 150 in the year I graduated from
California m.ith my education credential Ns,ho had taken any major

tie balkground. Ns.ho eNen had it minor in science in the ele-
mentary credential program

I happen to has,e a major in chemistry It Ns,as extremely unusu-
d Thyy had no chemistry major in thy experience of the program
there

I don t knov, lims, to address that issue. This bill does not, but it
dGes provide seed money and a start.

I %%mild hhe to address the issue raised by Congressman Stark's
bill. Fl R 57)73
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The first thing, the time, it sets a 1.-year limit. I strongly disagree
with that limit I hear your arguments if you make it indefinite,
people will wait forever.

I feel it should be at least a 2-year limit to allow the schools' to
do the necessar preparation and training. Dropping a computei
into a school is going to guarantee that it sits in the closet, because
nobody Is going tu know what to do with the darnql thing.

hae seen thatthe most acrimonious training I did was at a
school where the principal went out and bought 12 computers and
they had gathered enough dust I literally had tu dust them uff
before I could use them for the training.

The computers had been bought before the necessary staff deel-
opment had been done

The next thing is II R. 5573 must be sure to include computer
software

As you SLIO. ning, the Apple people did a nice demonstra-
tion They did nut demonstrate the computer They demonstrated
software that runs tin the computer.

You can do ery little with the computer itself. You can do in-
k redible tlungs if' you bac e the software tu use un that computer.

While it may make Apple happy tu be able to gie a computer tu
eery classroom, it is useless unless there is software tu use un that
machine

The third thing IS R :;.173 must be written su it does not force
out.. computer per school It is meaningless tu put one computer III
a sl houl It is a PR stunt and nothing else. It cannot have signifi-
cant impact on a significant number of students.

In fact, what I hae been recommending tu districts in Alameda
County is. if this bill comes to pass, they put those computers in a
pool and make the districts bid for them su that they can put a sig-
nificant number of comptuers in one, school and make significant
impact on those students

That basically concludes the comments I hae to make
IThe prepared statement of glenn Fisher follows
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or 12 selectric typewriters --an effective trade for a tet (Mier who still has some
manual typewriters in the class

Industry currently sees little reason to intest in schools because students' skills
don t match it's needs. Businesses using high teehnology equipment can't find high
school or junior college students with the appropriate background to use or service
the equipment

While money never solves a problem, a great deal of the lack of computer use in
schools is directly related tu money Coniputers are expensive! Interest on the part
of teachers fur VAceedb the ability of districts to pros:de Teachers who are ready to
teach classes of thirty have equipment fur 3 to 5 students! This proposed infusion of
targeted Federal muney would encourage States and districts to spend the required
money to start appropriate programs

TEACHER TRAINING

The second part of the problem as I see it, relates to teacher training As one
typing teacher expressed it, My students need to know word processing to find jobs
I d, like tu try it But how do I learn so I con teach my students" There is currently
an almost total lack of training en computer use for teachers, and there is little in
the way of educational materials. I know of only one textbook for teaching word
processing to students, yet how many typing texts are there?

The problem of training is exacerbated by the circumstance in many districts that
most teachers are already at the top of the salary schedule and hate no incentive to
spend their own time and money to learn to teach a new class, for Which they will
probably hate to detelup most of the materials themselves It is a credit to teachers
that they flock in incredible numbers to workshops and classes on computer use'
This problem is worse in technical subjects (such as electronics) where many teach
ers hate been out of contact with the profession for over 20 years They graduated
in an era of vacuum tubes, and their students are graduating to VLSI (very large
scale integrated) chips

The 23 percent industry matching provision of the bill may inspire districts and
Industry to cooperate in bridging the gap in training and money

PROVIDES INCENTIVE

In conclusion, II R. 5s20 prutides seed money and incentive' for districts and states
to work towither with industry in updating their %motional education in computer
and other tc'ehrucal fields

,'"se; prot Ides the reverse uf the coin a financial incentite for industry to
donate sunie ut the expensive teehnical equipment needed by schools to upgrade
their programs Most uf the cost uf a computer lab is the initial acquisition, opernt
mg costs are nut a burden un a school or district The 1-year provision of II R 5377
is nut a substantial problem, since it allows industry to donate much of the initial
equipment inventory tu schools, minimizing start-up costs The one year limitation
w ill only be a problem for those (many') districts nut ready to act w hen it is passed

LOCAL SITUATRM

In Alameda County. there is currently one Regional Occupational Program
It 0 I which has computers and teaches programming all day long A second

R P has been unable to tund computer acquisition. and a third has just one corn
puter

While irtually all ot the 19 districts in Alameda County hate Vocational Educa
tam programs, only -e high schools in districts had computers in their Vocation
Education progriun last spring Of those, the mode is 1 and only 2 have more than
In computers

The barriers, agt1111 and again. are money tu provide computers fur those teachers
who are interested and ready to do something, and training for those teachers who
are interested but nut yet knowledgable Two large districts hate set aside under
..;.0.0011 tor computer acquisition for next year for all schools in the district, it
amounts to about a computers per. school Both II R 5820 and II R 5573 have the
potential tur making a substantial contribution to the numbers of computers in
schools and avadable to Vocational Education programs
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STATENIENT 01, ARMANDO PICCIOTTO, COMPUTER' SCIENCE
TEACHER AND DISTRRT COMPUTER (. OORDINATOR, RICH-
MOND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRI(7
Mr Picciorro. I am Armando Picciotto, I am a teacher and also

a part-tune computer science coordinator for the Richmond Unified
School District.

I will summarize what I have written here.
It seems obs ious to everyone already that computer literacy is

going to be very important within the next decade. If you don't
know how to compute, it is going to be almost as bad as not know-
ing how to read or ss rite, especially out in the job marketplace.

Universities seem to be very well aware of the problem. There
are a few of them on the east coast that hase made it a require-
ment for graduation now for all majors, laimanity majors included,
to take a year of computer science.

Some of them are already talking about making it a requirement
for entrance to the university or to the college.

My concern is what is going to happen to the ones who do not go
to a college which is really what you are addressing, because the
technician, the socational student usually will not gu to a 4-year
institution.

What I am trying to say, in essense, is how is that student going
to know whether computers is the career he wants to follow, tech-
nician is the career he wants to follow, if he has had no exposure
to it?

It is not like something like somebody says all of a sudden, boy,
I would really like to get into that Field because it sounds good.
You base to be good at it, you have to have some training in it
before you can make a decision.

That can only happen if you are exposed to it, and you have to
get exposed at the high school lesel. I am here to support the bill
because I will support any bill that will put equipment in the
schools That is the primary reason that the students are not get-
ting exposed to the technology.

Frankly, to tell you the truth, anything that will help, I will
take. Things are so bad that--

Mr MILLER. Put him down in the "for" column.
Mr. PuTiorro. You know, it has come down to that. There is a

certain amount of cumdetition in the schools now fbr the funds,
and one of the things thilt I fear the most is that there is no ques-
tion that the most affluent schools are the ones that are getting
the machines.

This is especially true at the elementary lesel, but is also hap-
pening at the high school level.

The dad's clubs are getting together, the PTA's are getting to-
gether. They are purchasing computers. That usually happens in
the more affluent neighborhoods. Those are also the kids that aie
going to be going on to college and are going to be learning more
about computeis there. Usually the students might even base a
computer at home So it seems to me that the gap between the
bases and the hae-nots will esen grow more unless some money
comes so that the district could spread out the computA wealth to
all the schools

5d
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I irn afnud that you are going to have a huge gap between the
computer literate and the computer illiterate. That gap is going to
obi,iously spill IA er into the ones that can't get jobs and the ones
that can get jobs.

I would-also like to say something about the salaries that are in-
olved here at the secondary level. I have students now that are
graduating from college, after 4 years of college, that have actual
hard job offers for more money than I am making after teaching 15
years. It seems to me it is a little ridiculous to expect them to take
a teaching position when, w ithin a few years they might be earning
at least twice as much, if not more.

So what is the point of putting equipment in the schools if you
don't have the personnel that can use it? They may very well sit in
closets. So, unless something is done also in that respect, I think
the problems are going to continue.

I would like to say one other thing that deals with the vocational
bill I suppose. I haw an academic degree. I am the only one in my

stThP'hat is really working with computers and teaching corn-
ttt per se, and I would say that more students came out

of my sLhool that are working out there in the field than in any of
the other schools in the district.

That is only because they were exposed at my school to the
equipment. I do not qualify for ocational funds because of my aca-
demic degree. I also only have about a year and a half of experi-
ence with industry. I have been told I would require 2 years.

I worked 1 year in Silicon Valley at Fairchild and did some con-
sulting also, but that apparently is not enough.

What is ironic is that most of the technicians coming out of our
districts have been trained at my school and by me. I am also in
charge of training the teachers at my schools who will qualify for
Nocational funds because they haNde the right degree and the right
expertise.

So perhaps something should be done about those regulations.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Armando Picciotto follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT UF ARMANDO PR1 limo, COWL TF.R S IEME TEM HER AND
DISTRICT CoMMTER COORDINATOR, RICHMOND UNIFIED SCHuol, DISTRIVT

fhe Uni%ersity of California at Berkeley this fall turned away more than 1,000
student:, who wanted tht must b.011. type of computer instruthun, and it expects tu
du the same indefinitely db (6 unit ersity finds itself unable to cope with the
demand The phenomenon is nationwide The number of students taking computer
bt.tem.e koutseh tn the last filre years at COumbia Unitersity has doubled, reaching
Luau this past year At Berkeley, the acallemw senate's committee on computing
said in i report rekased in February, 1982, that "the 1980's should be the period in
whit h tiansition tu unitt rtl cumputer hteriwy fur undergraduates is compHed

mid Yale require a course in computer hteracy for all as under
gr,itimites Geurge Maslath, chamellor fur research and former dean of engi
neering at L7C. Berkeley recently stated in an Interview in the San Francisco
t hronwle that computer st.ience education now ranks with simple arithmetic, or
literaty in the English language." Must of the experts who are closely following this
uniputer resolution" agree with Dr. Mashwh's statement, which in essence states

that in the near future, knowing how to use and work with a computer will be as
iletessary as being able to read, write, and perform simple arithmeta. The illiterate
ta the 19:ms may ter} well be the one who does not know hum, to "compute'', and
apparently our tulleges and universities Mae become well awart of this problem
and are attempting to solve It

u



But there are tail a /Va., unicersities a ill not succeed, and it will not be
because of the laik Itew mono hrst of all, the thousands of young people
who do not attend college at all alter lani..lung high school a Ii surely be handl-
_ ipped in the job marketplace due to their lack of computer experience And second,
with the lxpected proliferation of computer equipment, the need for teihnical per-
sonnel to sercice it. at all lecels of competence. a ill become even more secere than
it is now., and career paths are often chosen at the lugh school level

rhu primary reason that secondary schools have not pros ided, and will not pro-
el. in th ni ar future. their students w ah computer experience is the lack of fonds

tc purchase necessary equipment A national& study of school districts done by Dr
R Stutznian from California State Unicrsity at Fiesno reads in part The lack of
financial resources is thi prinnuic inhibitor to the implementation of computer in-
struction Until meaningful financial assistance is Mailable to school districts.
c-oinguter instruction programs a ill nut be implemented it hose that will be),
in the absence of district funding, a ill be more likely in the form of discrete local-
ized efforts than in general district-wide commitments And 1 fear that these dis-
c re. tc locdized efforts' vial take place in schools located in affluent neighborhoods
For it i. there that parent incolcerilent in schools is high and computers are being
purchased by PTA's, P I s Clubs, etc and parental pressure and action can do
wonders for a school cam ulum It is also there that the greatest number of
"gated students Mt found and large amounts of the state's gifted funds have been

spent and arc being spent on computer equipment These are also the students that
will in, sa likely bi going on to college %%here they a ill receive additional computer
neuruction, thus a idening the gap bet cceen themselces and their more disadvan-
lag14 pee rs ec11, IlikaA` It Is imperative that computer literacy classes become avail-
able to cur% high school student in the countr% This can only happen it moneys
ind or equipment is distributed on a district-wide basis rather than relying on spe-
cral funds i - aces It is for this %ery reason that the Technology Education Act of
1 4.:, which encourages industry to pros ide secondary schools a ah computer equip-
ment. is a step in the right direction

Fh shortagr of technical personnel iii the electrunics-computer industry has been
well documented elsea here I saw it first hand last year.cclule working at Fairchild
in San dose during a kace of absence from my teaching duties I was amazed at the
number of skilled and semi skilled technicians that the comp my had imported from
Singapore the Philippines, Hong Kong and ecen Europe because they could not find
enough qualified people locally It is also general knowledge that this shortage %%ill
most likels get aorse rather than better in the near future I %could like to stress
that mans career decisions are made at the high school level, and if students has e
not had the oppirtunity to work aith computers to Find out for themsels es if they
like it and ur are good at it, then it is not reasonable to expect them to consider
making a career out ot it I hace now been working with computers at the high
school haul tor approvniately eight years, and the number of students from our
school that are mac aorking with computers at all levels o'er% we tech at Computer-
land, Northstar Computers, Corcus. 113M, etc is far greater than our school
populatton justifies fhis is only because our students acre exposed to computers
early and gicen a chance to wank a ith them Many of these students aere not of
college caliber, arid in sonw cases they barely made it out of high school Some were
cutting classes right and lett xcept for their computer class, ahich they thoroughly
emloced You don't haw to be an academician to be a good computer programmer
Ans program that ad! encourage cotational funds to be used for the handsani train
ing iit computer personnel at the secondars lecel a ill help to alleciate the shintage
ma qualified technicians

Fmalls there is one other area of concern that neither ot these tau bills address-
es It is getting progressicelc nuire mid more difficult to find qualified personnel to
teach the kind sit classes ao are talking about It is not easy to cull% ince a prospec
use tt'ill }wt. up salaries in the $2000 to $10,000 range to teach in a publa
sc Mica 41, ri the salaries range from $13,000 to S'.;:i.000 Some of my ex-stu-
dents th it a ri ii sc graduating from college are getting ohms for more money than
arn making, and had 1 chosen to stay a ith industry, my cearly pay %could mum. be

than ,icer %%hat I aro making nocc, and al a tea years the differeni
aould be far greater 1 can only afford to teach because I have a %corking a ife
.ornithing should be shine to attract qualified personnel to the teaching profession
Equipnient a it hoot the !iropi r instructors %could not be of much help

Mr MILLER If it makez, you feel any better. Bear Bryant couldn't
coac h at a community college in California either. We do have our
problems sAith credential,

6 I.
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Mr. Casey

STATEMENT OF JOHN CASEY, PRINCIPAL PACIFIC HIGH
SCHOOL, SAN LEANDRO, CALIF.

Mr. CASEY. Thank you, Congressman Miller. I am also going to
destroy most of what I put down here because my illustrious col-
leagues said it before me.

I will try to summarize and make a few comments on some other
items I heard this morning.

I am here this morning as a layman, principal of Pacific .1-ligh
School. I know a Jade bit about computers. I see the computer pro-
gram we have in our school. I am overwhelmed by what I see the
students and kids doing.

I brought twu other gentlemen with me this morning who will be
available for questions, Mr. Robert Qualm, the assistant superin-
tendent of instruction and Mr. Russell Gustafson, my department
head in math, and a computer science teacher.

Mr. Gustafson is the man I go to see when I have a question
about computers.

A few comments,
Recently I was able tu attend the National Association of Second-

ary School Principals Conference held here in Frisco. One of the
situations attended was led by a Dr. Gary G. Bitter, professor of
mathematics and computer sciences at Arizona State University at
Tempe.

In part of his presentation he noted the anticipated increase of
computer use in several areas during the next 5 years These areas
and the percent of increase are as follows:

In the home area, 296-percent increase; in schools, 314-percent
increase, school businesses, 358-percent increase, offices, 1,511-per-
cent mcrease, and in the scientific arena 364-percent increase, this
within the next 5 years.

Maybe these figures appear to be excessive, but I agree with Dr
Bitter they are realistic and may be possibly conservative

Public education is and will have pressure put on it to have com-
puters in the school programs. We cannot afford to purchase them
now or, frankly, in the future. We need assistance thrAigh appro-
priate legislation and the cooperation from business and industry
in cadet to pros ide computers, adequate software and training for
staff

In order to prepare for computers, educators must be cautioned
to plan slowly but surely. Districts need to establish long-range
plans, selection criteria, and to provide by ourselves the help such

tlw county officers or other fii ms, staff development for all staff
in the schools. We cannot go out and hire people.

I am confident the public education can meet these needs and de-
mands, but we need help from others.

Finally, let me make three comments. I could make 300, but I
won't take the time this afternoon on this.

I cannot disagree with the emphasis devoted to increased math
and science in secondary schools, however, we must remember
public elementary and secondary education must attempt to deal
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and cope with all lov els of individual literacy, ard all disciplines,
not just computers.

We must strive to educate all
I am not convinced the computersI am convinced rather, that

computers can be a major bridge to improving total educa.tion, not
just the kids with the high math science fields, we don't have all of
those We have everyone.

Second, I hope we will not worship at the shrine of test scores. It
was noted some test scores showed a climb. It appears too often
this is the sole judge of education. We must note many of these
standardized tests has, been changed over the years to eliminate
the easier questions and more and probably less qualified students
are taking nonmandated tests such as the SAT.

These two factors alone will result in lower test scot VS automati-
cally

Third, I hope business, industry, and education can develop
closer working relationships as I am convinced education does not
thoroughl; know what business and industiy want and, conversdy,
busiiwss and industry is not aware totally of what education is at-
tempting to do

My final comment. I am definitely convinced that at Pacific High
School computers will not be in closets.

Thank you
[The prepared statement ofJohn Casey follows1

l'utPAREI) STATEMENT OF JoIIN D CASEI. PRINt IPAI Pm Wit [11(.11 St Ilool . SAN
FRANCISCO. CAI IF

It I., O pleasure and On honor tu be asked tu appear before tlus t.oniniittee today to
Input n t ding tlw net.essity of pno.iding Luniputers for t_ h-nientat and

,etondary skhool students It my belief that v.e are n tlw k oniputei age .tnd a is
nut an age of the tuture 1 .nidress you today alz. d lay IllOn regarding lOnipute rs. koni
puter litetaky and k.umputer tekhnology Ihme%er, 1 firmly beh& . all ellut.aturs
must be cognitant ot' the era to.e are tn
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Wt. an . in a .tooputei re%olutian era We do not hat.e adequate rwrsonnel hawed
prt4..rani,, repair tamputer, and %%kirk v.ith !Millet :egnients of uui

MM. it.t% t 1.1.MIle,:, and indu,hy to ut dLIl MlttqS to their ultimate poten
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tximputeN Computers are used by the Internal Revenue Service. Division of Motor
Velucks, Veterans, Administration, Insuranke Companies. the stock market, banks.
the federal und state government

Pubhc education will and ts having pressure put on it to put computers into
skhool programs, und we eannot afford the purchase of adequate numbers of corn
puters, now or in the Mtn.... We need assistance through appropriate legislation,
and cooperation from business and industry in order to provide cornputers, adequate
software and training for staff.

In order to prepare fur the computer. educators must be cautioned to phtn siowly
but surely. Districts need tu estabhsh lung range plans, selection criteria, and pro-
vide staff development for all staff I ant confident that public education can meet
the computer demands being plaked on us, but we must, rely on outside help

In advance. may I thank you for your support.

STATEMENT OF' DAVID EAKIN, SCIENCE TEACHER, JOHN SWETT
HIGH SCHOOL, CROCKETT, CALIF..

Mr. EAKIN. I won't repeat my written statement. I do want to
add one thing.

Neither bill addresses what I consider to be the most serious
problem, and that is the teachers.

We have a fairly well equipped electronics shop.
Two years ago we lost our electronics instructor who went on to

bigger and better things. We advertised for an electronics instruc-
tor. 114 gut not one applicant anywhere. So our electronics shop is,

locked up, all the equipment sitting there, not in use.
The problem I think is getting an instructor. As a personal ex-

ample, I have a Ph. D. in atomic physics from U.C. Berkeley and I
can program in three computer languages. I teach computer pro-
graming, but my students who graduate from high school go out
and get jobs that pay more than mine does, right out of high
school.

I think that Is a major problem that some bill should address
soon.

[The prepared statement of David Eakin follows:I

PKEPARLD SM1EMENT o DA`vID EAKIN, SCIENCE DEPARTMENT Cl".IRMAN. OHN
SwE-rr I luu SCHOOL, CROCKETT, CALIF

In Support of I R ,Tectmulogy Education Act of 1982i and. II R 5820 lElec-
trona and ('omputer Tek him ian Vocational Eduktmun Inkentive Grants Act)

I have been teahing tromputer 1.cieme dasses at iny high school ai Crockett for
but until this year I haw had to teach thew classes without a computer

In nn clair t.chool dist rid there has no' been a single computer until this year
Now w finally hint: sunk) mwrisannputei equipment. obtained with outside funds
and private donations. but this new equipment was not purchased with school dis
trict funds For lads ul money. my public school district has nut been able to buy
n % ...cientific or elect runw equipment uf any kind for many years and the school
has fallen batik out ot date in the kind of technical training a can offer for htu
dt'lltS illSC tWt) :+hoold be eo helpful in stimulating the computer and de
tromcs industr to come to the rescue of the schools

There Is a great need fur p-ople with triunuig n computer electronics Many of
aw students in my high shuol wmputer dilSties time found good jobs awaiting
them its suit() s :he1 It.alAt4 st hoe! The best way for the computer industry to get
t he techn w all trituwd peisoanel it needs ib tu support the schools. both financially
and in mov alma modet n equipment Mr tlw triuning of staalents most heartily
.uppott these two bills that addn ss. this problem

Mr MILLER Dr. Miller?
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STATEMENT OF NEIL MILLER, SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER,
VACAVH.LE, CALIF. ,

Dr. NEIL MILLER. I am Dr. Miller. I am not a special education
instructor. I am the founder of WEAN, World Education Athletic
Network.

Vie are a service organization serving needs all over the world
I came here really to offerat the behest of Mr. Starkfirst-

hand user level inputs.
We have heard a lot of statistics today and a lot of opinions on

what the dollar value and how many students and what percent-
ages learn engineering and don't learn it and all the other factors
that go into it. We are dealing with people. People cannot be put in
a binary whole.

They have real needs. Those needs have to be addressed in an
educational system that will respond to the needs of the individual
and the social structure they will be living in.

I feel most of the things that have been brought up before the
committee this morningand I am diverting from my prepared
text as wellwere very important. Such things as were just
brought up. We are dealing with more than scientists.

One gentleman was qualifying his scopes. We are dealing with
people that maybe all we have to do in the computer education
area, the CAI, is teach people how to live with the computer.

What do they do with it? It will be in every home, every car. I
have documents showing that new cars will talk to you Put a key
in the switch, it tells you if you are out of gas or what.

How to deal with those things. They sound simple, but they are
not easily understood. They are frightening. It is like people who
don't want to respond to you on a telephone answering machine
That is an area that has to be discussed and covered effectively

In dealing with disabled, handicapped people, we are talking
about giving an Apple computerI agree with the concept, but not
with the utilization, the implementation of the concept. Disabled
people. how do they manipulate a computer? You have a thousand
different perpheries that can be made available for different needs

Are they going to be eliminated from your bill? Small organiza-
tions like myself who perform and design and manufacture these
kinds of peripheral equipments, we are not listed as major contrac-
tors. We are not major producers. We have just completed and
hope this year to have a system put together for a girl in Shingle
Sprmgs suffering from cerebral palsy who has no conversational
capability at all. Our speech program will do 100 percent of her
speaking for her in a classroom and conversational situation

We are nut allowed any tax benefits for contributing that, service
to her. There are tens of thousands, if not millions of people in the
worldnot to mention 8 million in the United Stateswho have
need of these special services.

How is your bill going to respond to that particular need, both in
software and i\ardware applications?

I had a meeting just this past Wednesday with Congressman
Fai.io and some other educators from the area, superintendents of
schools. I couldn't believe the response that I received. It wasn't
that it gave me the impression they were afraid the computer was

66
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intruding on their sanctum sanetorum, but they found there was
no real use, no application for this kind of system in the school dis-
tricts.

I think again we get back to that initial problem.
Do we have to start by teaching the kids, who already know

more than I know, of how to use it, or do we start at the top level
and work down?

Say all right, Mr. Instructor, Mr. Superintendent of Schools, Mr.
and Mrs. Teacher, this is what it is all about. Are you going to
have some way in your bill to make sure that they don't end up in
the closets? Because what ood is it putting a terminal into a
school if a teacher says I don t know how to use it and it sits there?

Are we going to come up with some system in your bill that says
all right, maybe at the end of 18 months? What kind of grade
levels have we changed? Have we had any effect?

California has admitted constantly, and it has been admitted
across the country, we have reduced the entrance levels for colleges
and universities. I don't know if that is the real reason or not, but
it has generated a cycle in our country.

Poor level requirements or entrants generates a poor level of
graduate generates a poor level of teach,er. It keeps going again
and again, a vicious cycle.

Is there some way? I have not seen anything in the bill that
would attack that proble.mrsh at least if we are going to invest
money, taxpayers' raonpf, that we are going to have some way of
guaranteeing that at least, we see something for it?

[The prepared statement of Dr. Neil Miller follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF N En. MILLER, SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER, VACAVILLE.,
CALIF.

Mr. Chairman. honored members of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary.
and Voeational Edueation Please forgive the loose charaeter of this statement, as
time was not available for an in depth position paper.

However I am grateful fur this opportunity to add my views to those of my knowl
edgeable peers. concerning the "The future of the Computer in our Educational
system Members of this committee. I must first make it clear that I do not consid
er myself an expert, and do not claim to have all of the answers to the complex
question before us today Nur do I know of any one person who could lay claim to
sueh an august position. With the complexities of the education field and its inher
ent do.i..rsification. the newness of the Computer Assisted Instruction concept
.C.A.I plus the dramatic changes in thestate of the art that occur every hour It
seems to me. that a will be niany years before any one person may have sufficient,
knowledge to speak with such an authoritative voice.

My interest in the eumputer as a compatable partner fur huniankind goes back to
the days of UNIVAC and the science fiction writers of the times. In those days. the
publie b % tew uf computers was as an arch rival from a distant universe, destined to
destroy mankind for its own devious reasons, or some benevolent scientist in sonic
remoti: area seeking a means to end mankind's physical burdens and create a quasi
Utopia I am sorry to say that even today some of these fears and fantasies still
linger on. If man fears the computer, it is because he is afraid of what he does not
understand, and is nut ready to accept the responsibility of his own creation If man
kind fears the eomputer Liking uver his lifesty le and leaving humankind to wither
upon the vine, he does not understand his own heritage.

Humankind by its own innate nature is an animal of exploration, of challenge,
and will inexorably be drawn to test their physical selves. I do not forsee the Sci
enee Fiction vision of a huge brain without physical form floating in a glass bowl.
issuing orders to a society of humanoids to satisfy its physical needs.

I hope I have laid to rest any lingering fears of the intrusion of the computei into
the hallowed halls of academia, so we may concern ourselves with improving our
lives, and securing the future for our children.

6 b'
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The value of the computer as an educational tool became apparent at 0 intro-

duction, and mass availability of the nunicomputers and the great supply ef peri-
phal units and software. However the total reality of the C A.1 cdncept took hold
after my mother suffered a serious cerebral stroke, which left her with a devastat-
ing loss of her ability to communicate with the outside world.

Although my mother received quick and efficient help from a professional speech
therapist, her Involvement was deep and she was not able to regain an acceptable
degree of speech.

Note: I would like to stress very strongly at this point, the laolsma( progress in this

situation was not due to the inefficiency of the therapy my mother received, but was
in fact due to two external factors which were beyond the control of the partici-

pants. Point one, the Therapist was limited in tiine and frequency of her visits due

to the very heavy case loads that are placed upon these dedicated people by an ever
increasiqg demand for their services.

The second factor, and a very important one, is the understandable lack of enthu-
siasm on tiny mother's part For a woman who was very active and involved in

living, the sudden emotional shock of being incapable of caring for one self, of being

locked inside a body which will not obey your commands, to realize you're incapable
of making your slightest needs understood by your friends, family and neighbors.
can only bring frustration and a deep rooted feeling of total uselessness.

This natural lack of motivation on the part of the victim after having suffered
such a devastating loss is very understandable.

With the disappointing results on my niother's therapy and the lack of interest on
her part. I searched for a way to resolve these two basic problems in the most efli-
cient manner I could, and at Elie lowest possible cost.

The state of the arts in Voice synthesization had reached a reasonable plateau.
and I felt it was worth considering. Later I moved on to LPC (Linear Predictive
Ceding), which had reached a sophisticated level of development This reinforced my
belief that a teaching system could become a reality today and would be extremely
effective, and which was desperately needed.

Introducmg SpEACA (Speech Enrichment Assistance Computer System) SpEACs
is the worlds first low cost portable, interactive computer system designed as a full
teaching partner in the elaSsroom or at home. The key words here are conversation-
al and full Using the latest in speech encoding, text to speech, speech to text, voice
recognition and video tape and or disc, in a totally interactive system which is final-
ly married to a highly defined terminal to control the entire system.

This system is capable of carrying on limited conversations with the students by
responding to their verbal input. SpEACs can be trained to speak in any language
known to man and in any urea of study. This skill in communicating with a student
would result in what I call a HUMAI syndrome (pronounced you may, Human/Ma-
chine Articuintion Interaction) This technique I feel can be used in all learning sit-
uations. not excluding the deaf and the blind. In the interest of time, I have taken
the liberty of attaching ii rough draft of the above system which was submitted to
the Johns Hopkins University, as a participant in last years 1st national search for

new uses of computers for the handicapped, which brought us into competition as
regional finalist for California.

This HUMAI concept would foster a basic repour between student and machine,
this interaction between student nnd =chine would lead W an improved level :If
interest in performing the assigned tasks, and result in a higher level of accomplish-
ment This interaction between these two elements or communication and identifica-
tion force me to discard the common reference point of C.A.1 in preference to a
complete computer teaching system. which I refer to as 1.C.E (pronounced ICKY).
I.C.L. stands for Interactive Computer Educator.

As previously noted it is my feeling that this interaction between student and
computer will foster an increase in the students desire to accomplish the assigned

tasks and thereby impreve their standing in the classroom
The questions we must now answer, are how does SpEACs fit into the current

educational format" Is there a need for such a system in the classroom" In answer
te the first part of the question. we must first establish where the system would be

the most effective, and at what grade level.
Is the system effective with both the handicapeed learner and non handicapped

learner" I have found that the disabled and non disabled learners are alike in their
ability to learn more easily from teaching aides that effectively focus their attention
en its content, although the quantity of nuiterials absorbed may vary with each stu-
dent. I consider the Attention Management phase of this concept the critical ingre-
dient in the program
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The computer has a last motion fur the young and old alike, sit a person in front
of a unit and watch tht instant attention it commands SpEACs has enhanced this
fascination with those tactile mechanism uf daily life, i.e. eye ear, eye, hand. hand
ear These factors are necessary for a thorough I C.E. program.

Staress is the greatest incentive to even greater success. We all recognize the
principle that as humans sacceed in une effort, they are driven tu strive fur suctess
in another and will try to avoid any failures. Eventually they begin to develop, a
success syndrome, and what other purpose dues education have but to install a
desire to succeed.

Note. We always seem tu directour efforts towards the classroom and the needs
of the attending students. What about the homebound students? What rights du
they have to qttcnd classes and learn tl skill ur just maintain their academic pow
lion with their peers' The I.C.E. system is magmficantly suited to solve this very
special requirement. With a phone modern hook up a teacher l.an work with her
classroom and the homebound student at the same time, without causing any undue
difficulties to any of the students, each student progressing at their own pace. Aside
from the obvious benefits to the students, the teacher, and the school system

The cost effectiveness of the entire I.0 E. concept can only bring relief tu the bad-
gered taxpayer This is not a pipe dream of the coming 31st century, but is as real
today 115 the sun's rising eath morning. We have all seen the greater rule television
has played in our every day lives, and the new uses that it has been applied tu in
education. home supporo, shopping, etc. The next logical step is the intergration of
the computer terminal with television, which will expand the cumpatable range uf
this man machine interaction The concept has even entered the work market place
with such programs as HOME, which is a work at home computer system, that
allows the home bound employee tu continue to earn a living and maintain his ur
her integrity as a useful contributory Wizen. These programs are only the proverhe
al tip of the iteberg, and there are many miracles yet before us. if, and that is a big
I. we have the foresight and guts to face up to our own future.

The 2nd part uf the question %vas, "Is there a need?" Mr. Jobs, co-founder of the
Apph. computers organization, put the answer to this question in very basic terms
'We are undersupplying engineers a factor of three to Line U S kids have tu
take less math than Japanese ur Russian kids". The statistics bear out his observa
tions, however I feel he is slightly short sighted.

It is not just the math and sciences that the students do nut have tu take, but the
level of instraction which is available. It is common knowledge that our secondary
and upper division sthouls have consistently lowered their entrance and achieve-
ment levels tu placate the poor baskc edutation which uur youth are receiving This
has generated al vicious tycle uf "lowered teacher levels equals lowered graduate
levels equals lowered teacher levels, and so the vicious cycle goes on

It is not enough to say that the Japanese or Russians have tu take more math or
o stiences, but to question, is there a relationship between the quality uf these sub.

Jetts 4n the three countries' Concepts such as SpEACs could very well be the differ
once between our regaining the lead as a world cultural and tethnical leader, rather
then an also ran

It seems that each time I make an observation. I ant forced tu quality my position
and this moment is nut different I du nut wish tu impune the teaching profession as
such, bat to place the torrent facts in line with the question before Us today I sag
gest finding a solution to this problem is nut tu tonsidered lightly, and is uf na
tional concern

The Japanese havc set their goal on being the world leaders in Artificial Intelle
gence and have set aside une billion dollars plus al year, tu mtpt this target. Simi
Japaa and the United States are ...urrentl% tht only two countries capable of prothic
mg the quality chips iequired fur this level ut computer, it is quite clear that we are
already in a rate fur oar very survival tIS a % iable partmpant in the world of the
next morning

In ail fairness I must also admit that nut all at my peers feel as strongly tu the
true future uf the tomputer as humankind, partner and that I CE. is the answer.

Mr. K M Joels of the Smithsonian Institute, oeaking at 11 seminar at the retent
COMVON 82' held in San Francisco stated "I I not think everyone needs a cum
puter, the average person dues nut relate well t auith, science ur computers Ever%
one who wants a computer should be given one ..ee! Get rid of the keyboard, people
don't like keyboards, people don't like typewrin os, give them tl touth screen on
their television sets" Mr. Juels does not concur with the philosophy that bmause
people are no% playing compater games, they will soon be wmputing lie farther
feels that the impact uf the personal computer in the classroom will be limited
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I must take, isstle with Mr Joek Yiews. that the impact of the computer in the
clasirooni will be limited II tins is true a Is not due, to the computers inability to
perform its assigned tasks. but I feel is directly attributable to the, lack of under
standing ut as purpose and as capabilities by the school staff and administration
The computer should not be a threat to anyone who understands its purpose' What
is the computer's purpose in education'

Nou haye heard many replies to this question A cheap teaching system, a never
tiring teacher. a teacher that necer complains or will strike, a teacher that is never
intimidated, a teacher that never needs oiling. a never, never, never Members of
this committee You haye just received you( first lesson in computerese, "GICO"
Garbage m Garbage out

There are just two reasons fur the, quick adoption or an I C E program in our na
tional educational system. and those factors were) eluded to earlier in my statement
le Quality t21Quantity These two quantities I feel are the most important consider

atanis we, haye to make in deciding how our education process will survive in the,

future. A recent study in Califorma Commissioned by the California State Dept uf
Economics, and Business Decelopment. quite clearly pointed out that with the
adyent ot the computer industry, a% vast and exciting era uf new jobs and challenges
are, ahead of us

It we do not start now to prepaie our students tu handle, this new technological
era, we wtl hem., committed the future to a dark world of mediocrecities I realize
that this sounds like ,1 doomsday prediction and may be better left for the parkside
orator However w hen you consider that ecery phase of out lives at work, or home
and at play will in great measure, will be dtrectly effected by the computer, the,
question must be addressed here and now

Members of the, committee, where we go from here is in great part up to you
Eloweyer I leace you with the following thoughts Was Mr Joels trying to warn us
ot oyerkill in this giant computer goeuway? Dees every school need the same equip
meat Do ail terminals work well with each other' Are the needs of the Special
population met by all terminals' It we are to consider the. skills of uur students as a
national treasure, we must insure all students the same measure uf accessability to
any system with which they can interface If sour bill is to be, equitable, a must
establish a basic formula to allow a fair balance of differvat systems from large mid
small producers

In closing I would make this obsepatam In the same article from the Wall Street
Journal, Mr Jobs is quoted It Is really something for nothing", he goes on to say

Nnd 1 think the private sector will resound gallantly" Question, Is $:.!tf million
nothing' NVho gets something and who gets nothing'

Mr Jobs is again quoted as saying One competitor swears he, isn't going to let a
generation grow up looking at uur cApplesi logo This sounds mare like wargana
and the, battlefields are the, schools

Members of the, committee. I submit, Is the Apple eumpany truly interested in the
future ut our children and this country, and eliding his stated inequality of (new
neermg graduates. or just another marketing ploy' I do not wish to question the
raonYes of a fellow entrepreneur. but I feel obligated to ask the same questions that
must be un i great majority of the publics mind If qter computer groups are' inter
ested in the, future of the, V S. why do they need a *Mal tax incentive bill which
will gut. them not tust a tax adyantage. but a real monopoly on the future purehas

"mg meods of our children. as confirmed by Mr Gregory Smith, Apple, Edmattonal
Marketing Director

Members of this august committee. I cannot suggest too streingly, that although
the concern Ind Interest yuu haw shown in bringing this matter to the, h.gh chain
bvrs of congret.,.. .Nou must conender this What may appear (In the surface, a deal
%Oki Innot ret use Think carefally, what you decide, here may have far re,whing et
tech on the future, ot this country. as etemomy. as prodigy and the very fabia
i)ar tutures Thank y (Kt again, for this memorable oppoi tuna,. (0 address this es
teemed hod,.

Nttai he '?its SpEACs preject proposal, Case study texcerpts. Dawn X)

S11.1.( 1" ASSISTA`it l CONIK TER S1s1

NI% 11,1mile is Speech Era a hi. nt Assistiuwe, Computer Systent My, friends , all me
Sp Kj.-)SS, or Sp:);At 'S



WHO AM I

I am the woi leis last ,oilipuit rued conversational teaching system I am a highly
trained. low cost. ccateemently a ailable My terminal is of unquestionable reputa-
tion

I sin capabk of,speaking my thoughts and hearing any external response In addi-
tion to these unique JklUs. I still retain all the basic abilities of a humble computer

It is true, there are many talking computers around, but I am the only conversa
tional system ready tu serse the community now and at a very reasonable cost I
.-.ave been able tu learn these new skills by application of the very latest in the state
ol the arts in einc(' synthesitation and identification mated to an advanced hard-
ware ioncept

For the purposes of clarity. I will address my statements to the fit Id of language
a I the variety of areas I can instruct ph,, students I am capable of teaching breath
,ontrol, the basic budding block of speech Vocabulary development. fluency. encod-
ing. articulation and word attack skills Simple sentences and spelling

I will teach these skills to those who have lost their own bilttits ur those who
never had a conimunications skill, but are trainable In short anyone with a lan-
guage problem

HOW I IX) 'T

.1111 sure yuu alrcady know that until recently voice synthesization was cumad-
\ red a toe to be played with or experimented with In the early days a computer
would re ly upon a stored namiory or wcabulary to speak upon command I have
bet n trained he learning the basic rules of speech and a lesson plan by which I can
evaluate a given response and reply pryperly

With a combination of electronic witarchy and 21 creative teacher I have un
liniuteti socabulary. nuC to mention a greater variety of languages mai subjects
which I can be of assistance.

Note One point should be made very clear at this time I ant nut a replacement
for the teacher or therapist. but just a sophisticated tool

LANGl'AGES

I haee been traltml in American English, ahd have receieed a multelanguage
skill in Spanish. French. German and can handle nmay others My instructors haee
taught me a very important fact That one must always be open to learn new skills
and I feel my limas are those imposed by my tutors and myself

Let us consider a sample situation A student has buffered a Cerebral stroke and
has last a substantial part of his or her communications skills What du we do'

First we establish the problem arvseArticulation
Next a lesson plan is u,iagned by the teacher. i e
Insolvement Pupil is instructed to repeat my word commands,
Speech by Demonstration I pronounce a word or a sound. etc
Direct Correction If the student dues not respond within the proper parameters. I

make the student repeat the last exercise again If a correct reply is made. I go on
the next lesson

A more- o n iplett proc l's.S of n iy operation in this kind of situation call be found in
the Cloy% diagram

StECT FQVIPMENT

haee. a nacro-ca-ssette built into my system tu record th.: audio response tit the
student, which is studied by the teaciher. to evaluate his air her progress and to
n.,. an e corrections in the lesson plan If there were ant., changes I would be given
a new plan to follow and the process would go on

lii ordel to meet the needs id a student to have a familiar face around. I have a
uncro eideu cassette playback unit mterphased with ttly program which would come
ado aperation at the command at my program and would play through the students
personal television set

I also hay e many specialized cmitrol units av tu allow a student with limas
phesical dexterity to acme ly control the system I can even be operated by the

simple utterance of a sound or breath of air
I am easy. just a short ten minute instruction session by the therapist or teacher

is all that is needed to give the student complete control over my skills I come to
their homes complete and ready to go. just plug me in. push my switch and off V
go into an exciting new world of education

1 (I



Itemeinber the set get to good eiltoation is the repoue betwen the leather and
student, and I teel WO kat ht that a. a responding entity. I i.an establish this sense of
Identity with the student

HARDWARE

Ke%boatti, L-stt NIu roprot.essur 1 K KAM,. Speeth Sinthesizing System, Speaker,
one Identifir, Mikro Audio ( assette Recorder. Mk n Video Cassette Plaback,

and Standard V Monitor Connector
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Se EA CS --NEEDS ASSESSMENT

In order tu establtsh al need tut tlw SpEACS program, it would be helpful if we
i.uuld quote siist numbers uf reports and studies un the interactive uses of the corn
puter in the education fields Howeser this supply of documentation dues not cur
rently exist, although its on the increase at the moment and is being circulated
among a limited group of users

For the purposes uf establishing a need for SpEACS, I have elected to illustrate
une true life case, in which the total aspects of the program can best be demonstrat

WECAN was contacted by Mr Rubinson. concerning Dawn, and was asked to
design a SpEACS unit which was portable and could be used un her wheelchau. We
have started this project F I N #A821 IW tX. Dawn), REF by M Robinson, A T T.
Sacramento Docunwntatiun Assistive Device Center, School uf Engineering Califur
nia State University. Sac.mmento Report date December 4, 1981.

---
EXCERPTS

Needs
She needs a system which will allow her to express her daily needs and make

choices herself eunanunicatwn capability would increase her peer interaction, thus
allowing Dawn tu increase her stand and communicative skills. She would also like
tu continue J4, hoot and systems which would facilitate improvement ui spelhng and
other academic vikills are needed

ASSESSMENT

Word votabetio1,i Dawn was assessed to determine the yiabihty uf word se .i.tiun
as a mode uf communication. She chose 100 percent of the words in sentences
first grade level and 30 percent using third grade level.

Spdling Purpose of this test was tu determine if spelling was an exceptable
mode of communication Correctly spelled 12 of 12 words at second grade lecel and .2
of 12 of fourth grade level words presented.

Rekepttir cot ubulun --Dawns ubdtt tu understand spoken words was assessed tu
help determine the type of words which could be included in a communications
system. Test used was a shortened yersion uf the Test for itilditury Cumprthenstun

Langnuo. She correctly identified all adjectives, verbs, adverbs, pronouns, prep-
°salons, -tr. -est morphemes, plurals, passices, interogatices, negatives, direct indi
rea object relatiens, and adjecticals Some difficulty with some third person mark
ers and clausal relations

Phbssits1 Sensun --Determine which mutor systems Dawn can use to most raw
rawly and easily make selections from a system Dawn displays better control uf
right hand lind arm then left. Head moveriwnt vertically and horizontally within
normal range Vision, peripheral appruxunutely 75 degrees Wit and right Tracking

tthvelling object approximately 60 degrees left and right

EVALUATION

All general communication needs have to be met by une unit r system She needs
w be able tu lvt frum this system any operation indepen ently, and aku have
access to all complimentary systems, i.e A 64K TRS at honw

In school, Mutt must address several tasks which are de ndent upun conanuni
Math First sh needs to be able tu ask and answer que ions of instructor and
peers. as well as partpate in group discussions

This may ur may nut be accumphshed by means uf a small printer una, huvvever
it would b ise tu pthnt uut that this is a very slow process Tu alleviate this prub
Wm. we would prefer a speech unit in addaion to a portable printer

Dawn ab,o needs t mpIet e vv raten assignments both in and uut uf class and
independently This will require several things from the system. first it must be
portable, tu allow Daun tu attend lasses with her pers secondly t must have a
fast rate ut input eutput in order tu generate the volume uf work required lv niain
tam her chiss room assignments

The system sheuld also have the capubday uf generating her wu-k in standard
page kr nid in addition she would ii 'elf the ability to 4.'orrea errors she may make
in selection ot answe s or questions

umputer system shouhl also have tlw cuplicity to stole, and monain her re
sponse.

It should also hav c the ability to speak whole phrases, %cords and select splluig
played Out in ,ntelligible sound
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It also appeara that Dawn may have a faster pointing response, indicating it may
be wise to include a pointing system. Le stick, light pencil, etc, where quick re-
sponse may be preferred over a keying unit.

This evaluation seems to cover a great amouta of material. which is indicative of
the cumplex problems SpEACS must cover. On the following pages we will attempt
to show how this concept can and has met all of Dawns needs.

Dawn X, is not a unique case, in that her problems are in some ways slight to one
and grave to another, however we hope she is representative of the total potential
problem areas that the SpEACS program must and is ready to serve

1 will try to illustrate how we have used the full potential of the system, and did
not have to modify any major components of the concept.

Portabthty is already a nnuur consideration. and all we did was exchange a table
system fur a new pocket microcomputer, which by the way is nut out yet, but will be
by the time we are ready to build Dawns system

Memory capacity is of prime concern, as the system must perform many functions
to ,.ompensate for Dawns inability to do the same Our unit has a 16K, expandable
nwmory, built in real tune, full string handlira plus full addressable 7 x 156 dot
matrix LCD graphics.

Language used in the component is Extended Basic
This unit can communmate with other systems through a cable and or modem

hook up. in addition to a dual i.assette system which would allow a full data commu
nication and logging system. A RS 232 interface unit will be available soon

Fhe conununication needs of Dawn can be met with the SpEACS system by stack
mg the ROM RAM on the outside of the unit This external system was designed
exclusively fur Dawn We took the cartridge concept and by ribbon connection, we
were able tu stack a group of cartridges, each with its own function, outside of the
main component

This technique allows for the CPU to function as a traffic cop only and not cut
imu it:. memory cuunt so as nut tu inhibit as full functionality With a special key
pail Dawn can selecl, from a group of preselected programs or work more than one
program at a time More details in the rear of this proposal

The print requirement of Dawns will be met by a add-on unit which approximate-
ly half the size uf the main component, but has full graphics The printer 'plotter
can work in four co rs, can plot full X;Y. Z axis graphics, text can print in nine
different ehardeter .izes The printer, plo?ter plugs into the computer to form one
single. compact, part ible unit

Stunpli4 diagram oil basic component system is supplied
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Mr. MILLER. Let me stop you there. I think you address some
problems that I am nut sure as a legisaltor we are able to adire;ri
That is my concern.

When I asked the question of the previous panel of where we
insert this effort which is basically money, with some idea that we
y.an leyerage that to get people to take actions other than they or-
dinarily would with respect to this field, but I am also very much
aware that I am dealing with probably one of the most conserv-
ative institutions in the country, and that is the educational insti-
tution.

The kinds of problems you lay out I can't legislate them away
They are attitudinal. If you are telling me that a meeting of in-
structors in Solano and Yolo Counties can't figure out the relevan-
cy of this as they sit next to the University of California and Mare
Island and Tray is and elsewhere, they can t figure out the relevan-
cy of this education to their students, I have problems I never
heard of. I can put all of the computers you want in that school
That may be an over-simplification, but what scares the hell out of
me, when I try to convince my colleaguet to commit $50 million,
which was pointed out is a million bucks a state, you sneeze and
lose that much in the Armed Services Appropriations Committee
Or you get that much, depending upon who sneezed.

If you are going to put it into a system that is not able to assimi-
late it and .use it for the purposes that everybody in this room
talked about this morning, you are kind of hard pressed to do that

I can't legislate away or into existence those attitudinal outlets
Dr. NEIL MILLER. First of all, let's clarify. In my experience it is

not a general thing. There are pockets of resistance. I was sur-
prised to find some of them so close to home.

Mr. MILLER. There are fewer pockets of success.
Dr. NEIL MILLER. That is true. I think that is based not necessar-

ily because they are resistant to success, it is because the proper
medium to achieve that success has not been presented

We are talking in terrhs here of software. Every school district
has its own way of teaching a specific. There are general areas
they would follow, but in our area they rriay do it different; they
may do it differently in yours, they may do it different in Arizona

Generating the software for that program, we are going to have
a constant accepted across the board? I have people, that cannot
speak but can read and write. I have them that can't read and
write, but can speak. They can't move their hands They have a
slower learning curve than the average student.

Do we tailor make out of this bill, when we start getting these
pieces of equipment, what company will take the expense to tailor
make a particular program to fit that particular need or do we
wipe them off to the side burner again? Those are areas.

An educator comes to me and says he only thinks it has limited
use in the school system. His own words. I can see a computer
being pat into our school district as a tool for the handicapped The
rest of the kids dun't have a need for it. That is a superintendent of
schoo Is.

Mr. MILLER. Yuu are creating a constituency for the computer if
he keeps that up.

Dr. ,NEIL MILLER. These are some areas I feel strongly about.
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We are talking about computer assisted instruction. I think what
we really are looking at, is the future coming to where we have an
interactive computer system that becomes a part of the teacher
and the teaching concept. That is far more far reaching.

Mr. GUSTAkSON. I am Russell Gustafson from Pacifk High
School.

You are right about the software. You have to have the software
Specifically, you could have your software written for you by

your advanced students. Believe it or not, in every school district
you have a corps of bright mathematically-wiented computer-type
students. You would be surprised.

I would say at least 10 percent, maybe 20, 30 percent. These stu-
dents are capable of writing the software for what you want,
custom writing it for you, exactly. We have done it at our schools

Mr. MILLER. Anybody else?
Mr. CASEY. I think I would like to speak to that.
We have to look creatively at what we need for each school Each

school is a separate entity. What these gentlemen deal with and
what I deal with are totally different. I am looking for the best pro-
grams for the student body of Pacific High School. I may not be
able to find them out in the market. I may have to develop them
myself ur depend on my teachers to develop them. I think this is a
valuable education for them also.

Dr: NEIL MILLER. There is, I think, one other area that hasn't
been covered in this meeting. That is the fact of home tutoring
There are many people at home who cannot get to schools Even
work,.they have a program called home, where you can work at
home at a terminal. Those are parts of those areas. I don't see any-
thing in the bills or any indication these will be -considered for
people who have those specific needs there as well.

With that terminal at their house, they become a cooperative,
contributory part of the community; an effective part of the com-
munity. Without it, they are still landlocked and we still have a
very limited bill.

Mr. MILLER. Anything else?
Thank you.
Mr. MORAN. I am Tom Moran of Electronics Magazine. I am won-

dering if any of the companies who are talking about donat;ng the
equipment could possibly use computer simulation or other meth-
ods to help analyze the problems we are talking about here'?

In other words, build up a data base? Why not use the tools we
are talking about?

Mr. MILLER. I think one of the things you would like to believe is
that if you expose the nature of the problem and you expose the
willingness of the institutions to accept some of the solutions,
maybe you, in fact, create a market, because I think part of mar-
keting, I suspect, will be to convince individuals in the educational
fields that there is a system that is applicable to their needs and
desires.

That is obviously what you are creating here, just as textbook
manufacturers convince you that this is a system that will teach
people to read, to do mathematics, and I expect that that ,would
have to pass muster almost in the sense of how traditional educa-
tional software, if you will, does today.
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Whether that is germane or not remains to be seen to this indus-
try.

Well, thank you very much for your time. I would hope as we
continue down this path we would continue to have your input. At
least it is not my intention that this would be the first and last in
this series of hearings, but an ongoing effort because, as many
questions have been raised this morning as have answers. I still
concur in my earlier statement that in many instances I think we
have a real three alarm fire going on here in our educational insti-
tutions.

The degree to which we are able to demonstrate our ability to
respond to that is going to have a great deal to say aboutas one
of you pointed out, both with respect to the national economy and
the national security of this country. I think it is just that funda-
mental.

I think this committee will certainly continue to be involved and
hopefully to try to stay on the edge of that to the extent that the
Government can be a catalyst. I think that is what we are really
talking about

I suspect both the industry and the need are far greater than
almost the ability of the government to deal, but there are some
areas where perhaps we can be a catalyst in bringing about the
changes in the resources necessary.

Thank you for your time and your contribution. We will stand
adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1.05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjournedi]
[Material submitted for record follows:]

ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRUSTEES.
Annandale. Va.. April 16, 11)82.

Hon CARL D PERKINS.
Chairman. Stdrctanniittee on Elenzentary, Secondary. and Vocational Edwation,

House (1 Representatmes, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR CHAIRMAN We are pleased to see your Subcomnuttee taking up II.R.

tit hearings dab week in San Francisco, and we respectfully request that the
views contained in this letter be included in the hearing record.

hi uur judgment. HR. ,;820 provides a timely new dimensiun tu the historic thrust
of the Vocationat 1:diication Act, a dimension that could significantly increase the
Act's impact on national productivity and employment.

Bcth your Subcommittee and the full Committee which you chair have a long and
prof,and returd uf promoting training upportunities fur uur citizens. Such landmark
incasures as the Vocational Education Act, the Manpower Development and Train
411N Act and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act reflect the concern
for people and for opportunity which distinguish our nation as a civilization.

ln if R. 58o we see a concept that builds upon those foundationS, and helps na
tiunal policy tu mure effectively address the competitive challenge uur econurny
faces in new technologies and global markets

Up to now. natiunal policy has been focused mure heavily upon people than upon
opportunity It has and is focused hugely upon the supply side uf the employment
equation, rather than the demand side which is manifest in a variety uf skill short-
ages

CETA has been characterized by this imbalance. It has phued too much emphasis
un training the jubless for entry-level work that often doesn't prove to exist, rather
than gng equal ur stronger emphasis tu moving trainees intu skill shurtages that
plague many uf uur high tech industries that are struggling tu meet world cumpeti
tion

Frictional unernpluy rnent,- as labor economists term such imbalance has become
perhaps thc gravest dilemma confronting the American wurkfurce and the ecuriumy.
H R 58.2o could become a vital step in helping the country cume to grips with it,
and increasing the flu% uf advanced technicians into the industries that need them
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In her testanuay da- jaaa UUllbe Senate subcommittee hearings un legislation
tu replace CET& Nita- ol Dallas. who chairs ACCTs Committee on Federal
Relations. make the point this way On lesson we've drawn from CETA is that the
greater strides will nut cunw trum recycling the disadvantaged and the jobless for
entry-level work but m accelerating the flow uf the skilled, semi skilled, and under
employed ilthi the advanced technology where global competition is leading us Only
when those whose abilities and experience warrant training for the new technology
arv actually flowing into that demand. and perhaps only then, will significant open
digs in the employment that they have left develop for the less skilled

With or without reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act this year, H R
could unduubtedb add new strength to the act If the Committee adopts H R
however. we strongly urge that its focus be broadened to cover high technol

ogy generally The training assistance bhuuld become ANailable to all technologies
which bear upon the nation's standing in global competition. and for which skill
shortages cim be documented by the Secretaries of Labor, Commerce. Education
and or Defense.

We see several advantages m the provision that the employer cover 2:5 percent of
the total Lost of the training. Such a requirement ensures that mdustry would
target the training on real and pressing skill shortages, making national policy a
more dynannc force in the expanston of employment.

It further ensures that mdustry generally would have first say in the selection of
delivery systems fur such training. That choice should nut, and would not, be left tu
the arbitrary discretion of a state bureaucracy.

We liope the Committee will also consider the possibility that the industry's share
ot the Lost could take the form, in whule or in part. of stipends to the trainees In
our judgment the employer should have the option of threctmg his support into the
training itSalf ur into assistance to the tramees, or a mix of both on a case by case
base The empkyer should be free to du whatever will achieve the greatest persis
tanee possibW of his trainees

The requirements under II R 5820 that the States would have to meet to qualify
tor as assistance represent. in our view, healthy steps toward making vocational
education more responsive tu the c.risis in national productivity Specifically, we
support both the requirement that States allocate a phased up share of basic grant
ciipport to the program, and the requirment that the State would have to provide
at LIMA percent ot the program costs "from nun-Federal public vocational educa
twn funds"

Hlping vocational eduumun to better srve the technologies into which global
competition & Wading the country Lan only enhance vocatiomil education's contri
button to the economy and to the lives of the people it enroll . in our view The
Washtngton Post aptly expressed this point in its recent editorial. "Who Will Be
Able to Work"

With money as scarce AS a is, there is no excuse for continuing separate federal
did to the heavily state-financed vocational education system, which. with a few nos
ittbk exceptions. has a generally undistinguished record for serving the hard to
employ Money phmned fur vocational education grants could be much better used
as leverage tu get state education agencies cooperating in special programs for
young people who have dropped out of school or are about to."

Mr Chairman. should your Committee plan further hearings on KR 5820 In
Washington. the commumty Lullegs %uuld appreciate the opportunity to schedule
w t twsses

Dr Dale Parnell. President of the Amerwan Association uf Community and
Jumur ColWges. has asked that AACJC be associated with ACCT in th cumnwnts
this letter provides.

We ar gratetul tu both uu and 3 uur colleagues un the Committee for your atten
non to the eoncepts .md Issues addressed in II R. 5820

Sincerely,
WILLIAM 11 MEARDY. &mance Director

Lrrros GUIDANCE & CONTROL SYSTEMS.
SaU Lake Om Utah. March .11. 19..!

d Hon CARL PERKINs.
ito/oe (0, e Budding

ashing(an, I)C
DEAR (oS.I.RLSsMAN PLRItiNs Representative George Miller from Cahforma re

Lenny introduced Wgeslattun which would provide some fifty million dollars for vo-
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cat ional
support. and we would ask you to study the bill closely and offer it your utmost
support.

The electronics industry is one in which America is most healthy and very com-
petitlyik nevertheless, in conjunction with the industry's plans for growth und
futureilkevelopinent. It is imperative we have the support of our government and
academia in producing qualified technicians in a timely fashion At the present time
this represents one of the very few fields students can anticipate almost immediate
employment upon graduating with an Associate Degree In our community of Salt
Lake, National Semiconductor anticipates a growth rate from 2,000 to 5,000 in three
years. Sperry Univac could possibly expand from 4,000 to as many as 8,000 if sought
after contracts are received Evons-Sutherland hopes to almost double their work
force Rockwell International is experiencing growth pains, and we ourselves would
anticipate a growth rate in the neighborhood of 25 percent in the next two or three
years

I am sure'you can well appreciate this represents a scenario which is all too rare
in today s economy. nevettheless, it is one which should command the attention of
those who are in a position to assist us as we look for graduate technicians who
have been adequately trained on equipment which is up-dated and appropriate for
the needs of the electronic industry

We are hopeful that you will respond in a positive fashion to this much needed
discipline and give it your support

Sincerely,

education in computers and electronics This is a bill which we heartily

PAUL. M. TIMOTHY.
Manager, Industrial Relations
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